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ABSTR.ACT

All around the world, individuals suffer from disabilities due to diseases such as

Parkinson's and Multiple Sclerosis (MS) or accidents resulting in spinal cord injuries; for

example, many war veterans are affected by disabilities. Many innovations, such as

electric wheelchairs, feeding facilities, page-turners and object graspers, have been

developed in order to rehabilitate disabled individuals. However, most of the presented

devices have restrictions in their design that makes them impractical. In addition,

although there has been great growth in the field of Industrial Robotics, the field of

Rehabilitation Robotics requires more development.

To assist individuals with mild to severe paralysis and/or disabilities, this thesis

presents a novel stereovision method for object detection. The method's application to a

robot arm with six degrees of action, which would be mounted on a wheelchair, is also

described. The system is equipped with a stereovision detection system in order to

distinguish different objects from the background; this aids in grasping and positioning

the object onto the table in front of the user.

To achieve this goal, two pre-calibrated digital cameras, facing down towards the

floor, simultaneously take pictures of the surface where the object is located. These

images are transferred through USB ports to the PC. Then, by applying a new novel

robust 3D object detection method, the height, location and orientation of the object with

respect to the robot's base point is found. A robot arm with 6 degrees of action, 5 degrees

of freedom and one gripper has been designed and constructed to grasp the detected

object from the floor. Each joint's rotation angle is determined by solving the robot arm's

inverse kinematic equations; this solution requires the orientation of the robot's gripper
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and the location of the detected object as the robot's end point. By applying a constant

factor, the angle of rotation for each motor, mounted on each joint of the robot arm, is

transformed to the rotation period. The resulting rotation period and direction for each

motor is transferred through a designated electronic driver board, via the PC parallel port,

to each joint's stepper motor and the gripper's servo motor. Consequently, the robot arm

1) moves in a straight line to the location of the object; 2) grasps the object; 3) moves the

object to a predefined point on the table in front ofthe user; 4) releases the object; and 5)

returns to its home position.
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CHAPTER. l

INTROÐUCTXON

1.1 Motivation

There are millions of people worldwide who are suffering from disabilities. These

disabilities can be caused by accidents, war injuries and/or diseases, such as Amyotrophic

Laterul sclerosis (ALS), spasticity, Multiple Sclerosis (MS), Cerebral Palsy (Cp),

paraplegia and stroke. In the United States of America alone, 11,000 new cases of Spinal

Cord Injuries (SCI) are reported every year, with a new injury occurring every 49

minutes INSCISC, 2003]. There are approximately two million people worldwide living

with spinal cord injury INSCISC, 2003]. At least 16.3 percent of American veterans are

disabled [Richardson et al, 20031. Due to differences in concepts and methods used in

collecting data, the exact number of this group is not known and prevalence rates across

countries are not comparable.

Cited statistics show that people with disabilities form a large percentage of our

population. In general, they require supervision or assistance in most daily living tasks,

which causes a significant expense on the health care system and/or families. Advances

in technology, especially in the last three decades, have greatly improved the

independence and quality of life of handicapped individuals. The design of robotic arms

for rehabilitation, although not yet fully practical, is one of the challenges of great interest

in the field of Rehabilitation Robotics.

One of the main daily activities that arobot ann can be used for is object grasping. To

have an intelligent object grasper, the system must be capable of detecting unknown
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objects from the background under any environmental condition. Object detection and

grasping is one of the most challenging issues in rehabilitation. It has two main aspects:

image processing and robotics. During the last three decades [Harwin et al., t995],

several methods using high-level robotics with vision have been proposed. However,

these methods are not fully practical in a large scale. These limitations are due to

restrictions in the applied object detection methods and the high level of user interaction

in control of the arm's movements. Moreover due to the safety and also the requirement

of low weight and cost, and the need to be robust for a wide range of applications,

rehabilitation robotics are less developed than industrial robotics and still require

fundamental improvements.

1.2 Objective and Scope

The goal of this study was to develop a robust 3D object detection method and apply

it to the a robotic manipulator as an assistive device for individuals confined to a

wheelchair, with limited use of their arms and hands. The presented method must be able

to detect voluminous object(s) and issue the commands to the robot arm to grasp the

object(s) from the floor and place them onto the table in front of the user. In order to

achieve this goal, the system must work intelligently to detect an unknown object, of

arbitrary shape, from unknown backgrounds in any environment. Furthermore, the

method must be practical in terms of computational speed and must be applicable to users

with mild to severe disabilities. In order to control an assistive robot arm, most

researchers have considered full control of the robot by the user at the time of movement.

However, these studies assumed that the user had only the minimum ability needed to
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operate an electric wheelchair; therefore, the user could move the wheelchair close

enough to the object, such that the object was visible to the robot's vision detection

system and was within the reachable area of the robot arm. The system then detects and

grasps the object automatically, with minimal interaction from the user; it requires only a

starting command, which can be received via a pushbutton or a suck-and-puff switch.

Due to the direct interaction of the robot with the user in rehabilitation applications,

safety issues in the control, material of the robot hardware and its movement factors, i.e.,

speed, inertia and trajectory, must be considered.

1.3 Organization of the Thesis

In this chapter, the background and motivation for this study were presented. The

goal and scope of this research was also discussed. The remainder of this thesis is

organized as follows:

Chapter 2. Background

This chapter gives an overview of previous studies that have been done relating to the

two main areas of this research: 3D object detection and rehabilitation robotics. An

overview of the different approaches for 3D object detection, concerning the 3D image

processing part of the system, is presented in this chapter, in addition to a review and

comparison of industrial and rehabilitation robots.

Chapter 3. Methodology

This chapter is devoted to the stereovision detection system, 3D image processing

method and visual control developed for object grasping. Calibration and range

estimation techniques for the stereo camera system are also described.
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Furthermore, a detailed description of the designated electronic interface and driver

board is given. This chapter also presents the particular instantiation of the kernel mode

driver. The driver has been used to solve the problem of running the user-mode programs,

which have direct access to the PC VO ports, on the Windows XP, NT or 2000 operating

systems.

Finally, the mechanical prototype model of the manipulator and its final design are

presented, along with an in-depth description of the Joint angle calculations for the

forward and inverse kinematics equations.

Chapter 4. Validation and Discussion

This chapter elaborates on the results of the proposed object detection system.

Furthermore, the performance of the entire robot arm system with stereovision is

discussed.

Chapter 5. Summary, Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter, the main contributions of the thesis are summarized and some

remaining problems and future research perspectives are presented.

Appendix A. Stepper and Seruo Motors

Appendix B. Programming Under Windows XP/2000/llT

Appendix C. Data Sheet Stepper Motor Driver UCN5804

Appendix D. Matlab Program for Object Detection

Appendix D presents the object detection program that has been written with Matlab

software.
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Appendix E. Microsoft Visual C# Program for Robot Control

Appendix E presents the control program for object grasping, which has been

written with Microsoft Visual C** software.

Appendix F. Example of Direct Linear Transformation

Appendix G. Performance Examples for the Proposed Method

-5-



CH,A.PTER 2

tsACKGROUNT}

In this chapter, the relevant work and studies in rehabilitation robotics are

reviewed. The chapter is divided into two sections, each addressing one of the two main

areas of this research: 3D object detection methods and robotic systems as assistive aids.

2.I 3D OBJECT DETECTION

There are many high level tasks of robotic control, such as object grasping, path

planning and collision avoidance, that require visual information about the environment.

There are two main types of vision systems: active and passive.

Laser beams are widely used as active systems, which extract 3D metrical

information about the robot's surrounding environment fAufrere et al., 20031. Active

systems for object detection are applicable to low dimension and industrial applications,

where the movement of the pointer's beam is highly controllable. The drawback of this

type of system is its high sensitivity to noise. Since it is highly sensitive to small

fluctuations of the laser beam, it is not practical for handicapped individuals with poor

control of their hand movements.

In order to extract 3D information about the environment, common approaches are

based on electrical or mechanical sensors fl-obo et al. 2003]. These sensors provide fast,

real-time obstacle detection methods, optical barriers and/or structured light [Lavoie et

aI.,20041. They are "suitable for applications were the grid distance is well adapted to the

variations of the object surface" [Lavoie et al., 2004]. Additional active sensors, such as
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optical laser sensors and laser scanners as used in [Aufrere et al., 2003], that are suitable

for solid systems are also used. However, these methods are not appropriate for large

dimensions, where the object is far from the sensors and the optical beam or structured

light cannot reach the object. Moreover, due to the shiny environments encountered in

outdoor applications, this type of object detection struggles with a noisy environment,

resulting in a decrease in the method's accuracy [Tel et al., 1999].In some approaches,

the vision is used only as a feedback to measure and modifu the error of the robot's

movements [Hager et al., 1995].

Premium passive types of vision use both a single and passive image of the scene; the

model information is then solved via probabilistic methods and./or artificial neural

networks [W. M. Wells, 1993; A. R. Pope, 1995]. These methods are applicable only to

2D object recognition and are not used to fïnd geometrical relationships, such as position

and orientation, between 3D objects.

Stereovision based object detection techniques are the most commonly used passive

vision systems. There are several stereovision robotic techniques that require a priori

information about the shape of the object and/or background, which is assumed to be

available and stored in a database fOgawa et a1,2002; Athitsos et aL,2003; y. Ruichek,

2003]. This assumption makes them inapplicable when a robot is located in an unknown

environment or unknown objects are involved in the task.

One of the passive group techniques relies on the use of a marker on the object, in

order to make the process of object detection easier [Martens et al., 2001]. Thus, this

method deals only with known, labeled objects. However, it may not be feasible to place

marker(s) on the object beforehand, as is the case when the user needs to grasp an

-7-



unknown object from the floor. Hence, these types of methods are not practical for

scenarios that deal with real cases.

In [Murray et aL.2000], the 3D environment was studied based on probability levels

representing the obstacle's location. A probability function was assigned to every

segment of the image. However, due to the probabilistic structure of this method, it was

not able to detect certain objects and obstacles that were aligned with the cameras; these

objects have a low probability and were therefore easily eliminated [Munay et al. 2000].

A technique called the 'ol-evel Set Method (LSM)" was proposed in [Nakashima et

al., 2000]. This method works based on the definition of a fi.rnction, obtained from the

calculation of the correlation between the images. It was employed to recognize 3D

shapes of unknown obstacles and to control the motion of the mobile robots. However, if

the object is highly correlated with the background, the LSM may not perform well. A

similar problem also occurs with the technique presented in [Sun C., 2001], which works

based on the Rectangular Subregioning of the images and fast cross coffelation of the two

images with each other.

A number of image processing and object detection methods are based on edge

detection [Tel et al. 1999; Kuno et al., 1995; Wai-Shun et al., 2004]. For cases in which

the edges of the object are vague compared to the background or there is a high

correlation between the object and the background, these edge detection techniques may

fail as their applicability is limited to special cases. As the level of correlation between

the object and background is not known a priori, these methods cannot be used for the

purpose of this thesis.
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Recently a stereovision object detection patent was registered in United States

[Ivanov et al., 2003]. Its method is based on stereovision, taking images from cameras in

addition to an approximated disparity set D-160. The disparity set has been defined as a

smooth and continuous surface, which must be entered as one of the images to obtain a

warped image. This warped image is then subtracted from the main image, pixel-by-

pixel, to find the object on the surface. While this method appears to overcome the

shortcomings of the aforementioned methods, this pixel-by-pixel subtraction may

increase the effect of background and environmental noise on the subtracted images.

Due to the restricted applications of the aforementioned methods to object detection, a

new robust method of object detection was investigated, in which no assumption or prior

knowledge about the shape of object or background was made.

2.2 ASSISTIVE ROBOT MANIPULATORS

In [Versluis et al., 2003], a rehabilitation robotic system that used a MANUS robotic

arm \ryas presented, where the object was selected using a pointer. Since many

handicapped individuals have poor control of their hands, this object detection system

may not be applicable or the best choice. Moreover, the applied robot arm, MANUS, has

a signif,rcant amount of backlash. This means that the position of the motors differs from

the actual pose of the gripper. Thus, a moving motor does not automatically imply that

the gripper is moving or that the gripper is at the desired position.

Among other proposed assistive robotic arms, Gateway Engineering Coalition

fGateway Engineering Coalition, 1997] has presented a variety of products. However,

since their products are only prototypes of the robot arm hardware, without any additional
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control, they may not be considered as applicable systems to rehabilitate a handicapped

individual.

Apart from the aforementioned studies, two other similar devices have been

marketed: 1) the Helping Hand; approximately 10 units were sold at a cost of $10,000

each; and 2) the MANUS arm; approximately 100 units have been sold thus far at a cost

of $65,000 per unit. The difficulty in marketing these devices is reflected in the number

of items sold; [Gateway Engineering Coalition, 1997] suggests that this difficulty may be

due to restrictions in the devices' benefits and usability.

The Helping Hand is a wheelchair-mounted manipulator that has five operational

degrees of freedom. It is made out of a lightweight plastic material, similar to

polyvinylchloride. It is actuated by electric servomotors and is controlled by a computer

microprocessor interface. Movement of the device is accomplished through control of the

robot's joint; as a result, the computer interface moves one joint at a time in order to

reach the specified destination. Since this motion does not accurately simulate movement

of the human arm, which moves directly toward the target, it may not be stable; therefore,

the system may not be applicable to cases where there is direct interaction between robot

and human.

The MANUS Manipulator is also wheelchair-mounted and has seven operational

degrees of freedom. It is made out of lightweight aluminum and is actuated by electric

servomotors. The motors of the MANUS Manipulator are mounted on the base of the

unit, thus decreasing the weight of the arm; this is the main difference between the

Helping Hand and the MANUS Manipulator. Thus, the unstable motions of the Helping

Hand can be avoided with the MANUS Manipulator. More importantly, this device is
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controlled by end point manipulation. This means that the computer interface (a

keyboard) calculates the most efficient path to a given destination and moves all the

joints simultaneously to reach that point.
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3.1

CTIAPTER.3

METIIODON,OGY

INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 2, the fundamentals of object detection methods were discussed.

Furthermore, the characteristics of rehabilitation robotics were introduced and compared

to industrial robotics. The following sections elaborate on a novel method of 3D object

detection, along with a complete assistive aid robot system including its hardware and

software parts.

3.2 3D OBJECT DETECTION

3.2.1 ImageAcquisition

In order to detect objects, a stereovision system has been used. To capture and

transfer images to a PC, two Creative Labs NX Pro webcams, powered by CMOS

640x480 VGA sensors, were used as the image acquisition hardware. The cameras

were placed on a table at a height of 50 cm from the floor (Figure 3.1). In the f,rnal

product, these will be installed on the handles of a wheelchair, which are at a height of

approximately 50 cm.

The captured images were transferred through USB ports to a Pentium PC. The

images were converted from [current pixel size] to 1024x768 pixels and then saved

under RGB true color data afiay, applying the windows bitmap format. Since a higher

number of calibration points yields better accuracy and fewer erïor, instead of using the
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minimum number

calibration points.

of calibration points (six), the system was calibrated with 15

3.2.2 Calibration

Camera calibration is applicable to many video based measurement systems.

Calibration determines the positional transformation from the image plane of the camera

to the actual location of the object, in a predetermined global space. This transformation

from the three dimensional global space to the two-dimensional image plane is inherently

a nonlinear process [R. J. Schalkoff, 1989]. This nonlinear transformation can be

converted to a linear tansformation through the use of homogeneous coordinates.
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From the many calibration techniques, this research applied the Direct Linear

Transformation method [Abdel- Aziz, I97l l, which is based on the following relationship

between the space position of a point and the position of that point on a digital image.

The transformation matrix is a 4x3 matrix with two equations for each point on the

image-plane.

r' v ,oW. 
l; {,]l:t]

(3.1)

where the Z¡'s are the calibration parameters of each camera, x, y and z are the 3D

position vectors of each calibration point, u and y are the position vectors of each

calibration point on the image-plane and r is the scaling factor. Position vectors u and

y are calculated as:

If the parameters of Equation 3.2 arc normalized by the scaling factor Zrz, eleven

parameters will be available to calibrate the cameras. Without loss of generality this

relationship can be rewritten as:

l^. Lrx+Lry+Lrz+Lo

I Ln* + Lrol + Lrrz + L,
l_. Lrx+Luy+Lrz+Lr
tf

I Lr* + Lrc! + Lrrz + L,,

l-. Lrx+Lry+Lrz+Lo

I Ln* + L,r! + L,,z +l

fr,_Lrx+Luy+Lrz+Lr'
I Lr* + L,ol + Lrrz +l

(3.2)

(3.3)

lxL, 
+ lLz + zL, + Lo - ÆL, - WLro - ttrzLr, = 7,¡

lr¿, * lLa + zL, + L, - vxLn - vlLrc -vzL, - v'

-r4-
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These equations can be written in matrix format for all of the calibration points

(Equation 3.5). As each point has two equations, there will be 2n equations for n points.

However, we only have eleven unknowns. Therefore, even for the minimum number of

calibration points (6), there will still be twelve equations and eleven unknowns; this is a

case of redundancy. Based on the Least Squares Method (Lslvt) fManan, 19751 for a

higher number of calibration points, there will be less error and consequently better

results. Therefore instead of using the minimum number of calibration points (6), the

system was calibrated with 15 points.

xr

0

x2

0

xn

0

I

0

I

0

:

I

0

0

xl

0

x2

0

It
0

lz

v, z,

00
lz z2

00

Ll

L2

L3

L4

Ls

L6

L7

L8

Ls

Lro

L,,

0

zl

0

z2

0

ln

0

xn

-utxt -ut/t -utzt
-vtxt -ttlt - utzt

-uzxz -uzlz -uzzz

-tzxz -vzlz -vzzz

-ilrx, -urln -urz,
-9rXn -Vnïn -VnZn

!, zn

00
0

zn

(3.s)

The above equation can be written as

(3.6)Þ1,o,Þ],'' =l9I^,,

where P and Q are known matrices representing the position of the image's pixels in 3D

arLd2D, respectively, Z is the camera's unknown parameter matrix and n is the number of

calibration points. Since ÞJ^,, is not a square matrix, a pseudo-inverse algorithm

combined with the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) method is used to obtain the

inverse of P using Equation 3.7.

Itf= þ'rJ' p' e .
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Since each camera is associated with two equations, in order to find the 3D position

of a point in space, at least two cameras are required; note that adding more cameras

would give more accurate results. Equation 3.4 canbe rewritten as:

LtG) - r(r) ¡n0 L2Q) - u0) ¡ro1)

LsQ) -u(1)¿r(l) L6Q -u(1)¿,0(l)

Lr(,) - )<*> ¡r<,1 Lr(.) - r(m) ¡ro@)

Lr(*) - u@) ¡n@) Lu@) - r(m) ¡ro@)

Ljo - u0) ¡rr(1)

L|(JD -u(t)¿,r(1)

Lr@) - )r*r rrrr*,
Lr@) -u@) ¡rr(m)

uQ - ¡oQ)

,(1) - ¿r(l)

u@) Lo@)

,(m) - ¡r(m)
lil

(3.8)

where m is the number of cameras. Clearly, Equation 3.8 indicates that by knowing a

point in the area between the two corresponding images, the position of that point with

respect to the pre-specified spatial plane can be determined. Therefore, in order to detect

an object, it must be within the intersection area of both c¿rmeras (Fig. 3.2).

Fig.3.2. (a) The image observed from the left camera and (b) The image observed from

the right camera.
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In this thesis, a point in the background refers to a position that belongs to the

intersection of both images, as captured by the calibrated cameras, in which both cameras

can observe it (Fig. 3.3). Since the object should be close to the wheelchair of the

handicapped person, the background was selected to have a maximum size of

60cmx40cm.

Fig. 3.3. Images as seen by the two cameras; the background is defined as the

overlapping portion (black area).

3.2.3 Segmentation

As the second step in the proposed method, the background is divided into virrual

segments as shown in Fig. 3.a@).In this study, it is assumed that the size of the segments

arc atleast 2x2 cm' . Considering the actual size of the objects to be detected, this size

is fairly small.

-r7-



As the position of each grid is known, its conesponding location in each captured

image is also known. The virtual segments are assumed to have a rectangular shape as

shown in Fig. 3.a@). However, due to camera perspective, their correspondent subimages

(black segments in Fig. 3.4(b) and (c)) are not rectangular.

(a) (c)(b)

Fig. 3.4. (a) virtual image segmentation of the background, (b) observed image

from the left camera, and (c) observed image from the right camera.

In order to compare the corresponding subimages with each other, they must be the

same size. Hence, each pair of the corresponding warped subimages is interpolated to the

largest dimension of the subimage's size, using the 2D resampling method [parks et al.,

1987 and Oppenheim et al. 1989]. Afterwards, the resulting images are the same size. If
the assumed segments are part of the background, their corresponding locations on the

captured images will yield identical subimages, unless there is an obstacle between the

cameras and the selected part of the background. In such a case, the corresponding

subimages are not identical.
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3.2.4 Matching Process

3.2.4.1 2D Location Detection

In order to do matching among the constructed subimages, each pair of corresponding

subimages are subtracted from each other. If they are similar, i.e. background segments,

the resulted subimage will be eliminated. This matching process produces a very dark

constructed subimage, corresponding to pixels with values close to zero. By applying a

small threshold on this shadow, the segments belonging to background will be

completely eliminated. This threshold is applied to eliminate the noise and has no effect

on the detection process. On the other hand, if there is any barrier between the

background and the cameras, the detected subimages will be different (Fig. 3.5).

Therefore, if we apply the same threshold as before, that part of the image will not be

eliminated. Consequently, the mismatched part of that segment will be accepted as a

point of the object. Thus, the thresholded pixel value is given by

pixel value > threshold ) - __:_. _t

þrxet vatues-tn ltnåî¿J+ nixel volue:r '

- threshold < pixel value < thresholdþ pixet value = 0 .

(3.e)

(3.10)

By applying this method to all pairs of subimages, the background points that are

occupied by an object will be determined. If we apply a pixel value of zero for

completely matched points and a pixel value of one for unmatched points (Equations 3.9

and 3.10), our original image will be transformed into a binary image indicating the

presence or absence of an object at a given point on the table. In other words, the image is

converted from256levels of grayscale, to binary black and white.
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Fig. 3.5. Example of a mismatched subimage, demonstrating the effect of a

barrier between the background and c¿ìmeras.

In order to reduce the noise and f,rnd the boundaries of the detected object,

morphological image processing techniques, i.e. image opening followed by closing

lGonzalez et al., 20021, are applied to the thresholded image. Finally, the convex hull of

the detected object is computed and applied to the detected object, in order to defîne the

boundary. Fig. 3.6 shows a case where the object and background are highly correlated.

As will be discussed in the following sections, this definition of the convex hull leads to

the definition of the detected object's center point and consequently, the localization of

the robot arm's end point on xy-plane. The presented vision based object detection

method is fast, robust and computationally inexpensive.
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3.2.4.2 Height Detection

In order to move the robot arm to the exact location of the object, at the desired

height, without colliding with the object, detection of the object's height is essential. This

means that in order to grasp the object, the gripper of the robot arm has to reach right on

top ofthe object's top surface.

Fig. 3.7. Virtual representation of multilayer surfaces applied during height

detection.

In order to detect the height of the object, the middle point of the detected object is

selected and a virtual segment is assumed on the background around that point. In this

part of the method, it is assumed that the background is a multi-layer surface in the

horizontal plane. The function of dissimilarity versus the height of the virtr¡al segment is

-22-



derived by: 1) changing the height (level) of the assumed virtual segment as gradually

increasing the assumed height in increments of 0.5 cm; 2) reconstructing the

corresponding subimages; and 3) measuring the similarity between the two equal size

subimages. Height detection is complete at the point where the object's surface is

matched with the surface of maximum similarity; refer to Fig. 3.7 and 3.8. Dissimilarity

is then measured by counting the number of unmatched pixels per subimage.

200
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120

100

80

60

40

20

0 8 10 12

Depth (cm)

Fig. 3.8. Dissimilarity between the subimage pair as a function of object height.

The arrow direction indicates the decrease of mismatched pixels as a result of re-

increasing the similarity of the two corresponding images.

Although applying a threshold on the resulting image decreases the noise, as

demonstrated in Fig. 3.11, noise still remain in the image of detected object. This

remaining dissimilarity was compensated for by applying opening and closing types of
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morphological image processing (Fig. 3.12). As will be described in the following

paragraphs, image opening removes small l-regions and image closing removes small 0-

regions lGorualez et a1.,2002].

Opening and closing are the combination of dílation and erosion, respectively, in order

to build two important higher order operations:

Opening -

Closing -

o(,n, a)= A o B = n(z(e, a\ a)

c(1, a)= A n B = n(n(,n,- n\- a)

(3.11)

(3.t2)

where A is the original image, B is the structwing element and o, C, D and E are

opening, closing, dilation and erosion functions, respectively. In this study, a disk

element with radius 4 has been selected as structuring element. Applying the opening and

closing with the disk element results to a smoother boundary of the object. Since the size

of the selected disk is very small, the resulting error is negligible when compared to the

size of object.

Although the image acquisition apparatus consists of two cameras of the same make,

small and unavoidable structural differences among them will result in small differences

between the captured images. These differences, in conjunction with the small error

produced by the warping process, causes small errors in the detected object. By assuming

that the minimum object size is ,Ísr2 tnr:, all detected object segments smaller than

2x2 +T'rr" can be eliminated and the remaining segments can then be labeled. An

example of this noise cancellation is shown in Fig. 3.13. To find a smooth boundary of

the detected object, the convex hull of the detected object was drawn. The process of

object detection has been shown in Fig. 3.9-3.14
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3.2,5 Orientation

By applying the height-detection algorithm, the position of the object on the table is

found. However, the exact position and orientation of the robot arm end point must be

known in order to solve the related inverse kinematic equations.

To grab an object on the floor, the robot arm's gripper must be oriented downwards

with respect to the floor. Therefore, its z-axis is parallel to the Z-axis of the original plane

but in reverse direction. Thus, the orientation of the robot arm's end point, withrotation

angle 0 (Fig. 3.15), is calculated as

orientaion matrfx: þ " .ql
(3.13)

where n, o and a are the transformation matices of the normal, orthogonal and

approach paths that robot arm's gripper must take. The orientation matix represents the

end point of the gripper with respect to the arm's base.

I l- sin0 cosO;l 
L'î, 

sing
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Fig. 3.15. XY-plane of the global space and X!-plane of the robot gripper,s end

point.

Given that the orientation of the robot's z-axis is parallel but against the global Z-

axis, the angle of orientation,g, must be found. The convex hull of the detected object

was used to find the orientation of the gripper. For this purpose, the length of all detected

points of the convex hull are compared and the two points with the maximum detected

distance are selected.

By knowing two points on a line, the equation of the line can be determined. Thus,

the two points with the maximum detected distance can be used to define one axis of the

robot arm's end point coordinate system. The angle of that axis can then be defined as

e : arctan( - v'z - v-'\, where x, and. !, üe the coordinates of the two selected points.
\ tt -*t )

The orientation of one of the axes with respect to the base of the robot arm is then
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obtained. In addition, since the Cartesian axes are perpendicular to each other, the second

axis is automatically defined (Fig. 3.16). Thus, knowing the object's centre (canter) point,

height and orientation with respect the base of the robot arm, the movement of the robot

can be controlled.

In this study, the image-processing program for object detection was written in

Matlab version 6.5. The values for x, y, z and 0 of the detected object are saved in a

temporary file in ASCII format. As will be discussed in the following chapters, this file is

read by the C++ executable written to solve the inverse kinematic equations of the robot

arm's movement.

Fig. 3.16. Orientation of the robot's end point.
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3.3 THE ROBOT ARCHITECTURE

3.3.1 [ntroduction

This section defines the main dimensions of the wheelchair that was considered for

the robot arm's setup. This knowledge is mandatory when designing the robot arm as it

must be compatible with the working volume.

Currently, there are more than 100 different wheelchair models. Wheelchairs are

usually classified into two groups: manual and powered. The wheelchair manufacturers

considered in this research were Guidosimplex, Minos 97, Rehadap, Invacare, Worldwide

Mobility, Panthera Production, Lifante, Meyra, Sunrise Medical and Shortes [Gateway

Engineering Coalition, 19971. Despite of the diversity in manufacturers, the basic features

are the same for all wheelchairs (Figure 3.17).

l: SEAT-B.{CK

2: SEAT

iì: ARMREST

4: LEG SLIPPORT

5: FOOTREST

(r: DRIVE WHEEL

7: STEERINC WHEEL

1l: PROPLILSION RìNG

9: C'ROSS BARS

l0: HORIZONTAL BARS

I I: PARKINC BR.{KES

12:,HANDLE BARS

l3: BAR I

14: B,\R 2

l5: BAR 3

16: BÀR 4

l7: B.A,R.5

Fig. 3.17 . Basic wheelchair structural components [o RERC, 2003]
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3.3.2 Arm's Length and Location

In order to grasp objects from the floor that are close to the wheelchair, the robot arm

should be installed on either Bar 2 or Bar 5 of the wheelchair; the height should be near

to the wheelchair's seat, at a distance halfiray between the table and floor. In order to

grasp objects that are at the maximum distance (60 cm) from the base of the wheelchair,

the robot's length should be between 60 and 80 cm (Figwe 3.18).

Fig. 3.18. Example of a wheelchair with a robot arm mounted on it ¡@cut"*ay
Engineering Coalition, I 9971.

3.3.3 Arm's Ðegrees of Freedom @OF)

A robot arm with five rotational degrees of freedom (DOF) was designed in this study

(Fig. 3.19). The five DOF were: 1) rotation for the base around the z-axis; 2) rotation for

the shoulder; 3) rotation for the elbow around the z-axis; 4) rotation for the roll of the
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wrist; and 5) rotation for the yaw of the wrist. This number of DOF enables the robot to

reach any point in the vicinity of the wheelchair and to take the required orientation with

respect to the object.

Fig. 3.19. Basic components and translations of the 5 DOF robot arm designed in

this study.

3.3.4 Arm's Design

In this study, stepper motors were used directly on all of the joints. In the first design

stage, it was assumed that the motors of the shoulder and elbow were set on the base of

the robot arm and their rotations were transferred through the belts to the joints (refer to

Fig. 3.20 and 3.21). However, this assumption caused additional backlash on the belts,

resulting in additive error in long-term movements. Therefore, the design was changed to
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have the motors placed directly on the joints, in order to transfer the motor rotations to

the links without any interface.

To have a light afln, epoxy-glass sheets were used. The epoxy-glass pieces were

drilled and cut using standard wood working tools. Low tool speeds and feed rates were

used to prevent the plastic from melting. Finally, the epoxy-glass pieces were connected

to each other using metal rods.

Fig.3.20. Design of the robot arm, including motors and belts.
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Fig.3.2l. Details of the robot arm's first design.
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The mechanical design of the robot arm (Figwes 3.20-3.23) was simulated using

AutoCAD 2002. A final check was then performed using the Solid 
'Works 

software, in

order to determine possible defects or reshictions.

Fig.3.23. Simulation of the designed robot arm using Solid V/orks.

ROBOT'S INVERSE KTNEMATICS

The robot arm in this study was specifically designed for rehabilitation purposes.

This implies that when the robot is at rest, the arm should be in a location where it will

not collide with the user or any objects that may surround the wheelchair. The suggested

3.4
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home position for the robot arm mimics the position of the wheelchair handle, as shown

ínFis.3.24.

The robot arm's home position is always considered in the calculations of the inverse

kinematics. Having defined the above-mentioned structure as the home position, the

transformation matices can be found using the Denavit-Hartenberg (DfÐ equations as:

i.t

1.¿

,l

1

f¡a
f \.!
I
l*.. ¡,),

l,t t tÅ,*lì ¡fìtìJ
f

I l,t
L.

f t .\

t, *t

I{¡
û#

, (3.14)

1tl I
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, lt

I
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ti

.t

È¡¡ d,^
l¿
I

. t.>..

t\/
t
t
f^

t

-"ì, rt

/-! ll

.:' f
(3.1s)

Fig.3.24. Home position of the robot arm.
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i'ì.,i t]

transformation matrix from the frame m to the frame fi, Ci = cosg'

* *;n {ù, "* $= ^',.lti}. By multiplying all of the individual matrices, the

overall transformation matrix o,4r=oAr.tAr.'Ar.tAo.oAo,.o'A, isobtained as

' ,1 ,-,
.'ìt * (3.20)

(3.2r)

where 0,4, it the overall transformation matrix from gripper's moving frame to the global

frame. This matrix is replaced by the following Loop-closure equations:

Orientation:
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and

lq,

Poritiorr' lø,

ln=

= Cr(Srrd, + arSr, + arCr)

= S, (Srr4 + arSr, + arCr)

: -Crrod, - dsCzt + arS, + d,

(3.22)

(3.25)

Since there are 12 equations and 5 unknowns, there will be redundancy in the

solutions of Equations 3.21 and 3.22. These solutions are used to determine the rotation

angle of each joint. 4 ir determined as:

o, =ãrctan(i) (3.23)

Therefore, if q = 0i is a solution, then 9, = îú * 0i is also a solution. The value for 0, is

found according to equationsft* = CIC234C5 + 
^S,,S, 

and n, = SrCrroC, - C,Sr:

fr,S, - flrCt = S, + 4 =arcsin(r,t, - nrCr). (3.24)

Therefore, if 0s = 0j is a solution, then g, = rr - gr- is also a solution.

Knowing 0, and9r, and taking advantage of n,,n, and n,, 0rrocanbe obtained as:

ozso=arctanrlt,*P]

In the case where ,, = (U|)ø', Ecuat ion 3.23 has no solution. Therefore, in this

case, another form of the equation must be used. Similarly, if 0t = kn" or



tr:(?+)"', Equations 3.24 and 3.25 have no solutions. Considering these

exceptions, 9rrocaî be determined as:

Lzsq = *"t*r2þ,-o,] e.26) 0rr+ = *"t*r2þ,-o"] (3.27)

Next, rotations 9rand9.' must be determined. using Equation 3.20, along with

definitions Sz¡+ = So, kt = ozCz + arS, and k, = ozSz - arCrr:

{0,=î-t,o, 
or h=l-s,.d,

lkr=q=-d,+Cr.d,

{o: 
: azc, + o":' * ki + ki : a3 + al +2ararsr- s, :

lkr=arSr-arCzt

Hence, the equation for Q is derived as:

(3.28)

n?+ü-a3-4
2ara,

g. = arcsin (lci + lcl - aL - ai\
' \ 2a,a, )

(3.2e)

0z = arctan26e, C0r)

Therefore, if0, = gj is a solution, then g, = lr - gj is also a solution. This results in:

{f ,',==';,'r:,:Z:Ü;-{I',:=";,Ï:,:?,W,?,:3;i;Þ{P':;:þ!;ö,9ffi !'0,

Hence, the equationfor 0, is derived as:

l" k, (arCr)+ k, (ar+ drS, )
l"z=@
l, = 

t, (ar=+ar!r)-kr(arcr)-

[ ' ai + øi +2orarS,

-4t-

(3.30)



Finally, knowing 0, and 0, allows for the calculation of 0o as:

0o = 0rro - 0, - 0, (3'31)

Therefore as it is shown in Fig. 3.25 there are maximum eight solutions for the

combination of the joints' rotations.
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Fi5.3.25. Program running procedure shows that there exist eight

redundancies in rotation selection.
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Due to the redundancy in the rotation angle solutions, there exist eight different

combinations of rotation angles and eight different possible trajectories for each target

point. In this study, the solution using the least number of rotations was selected, in order

to provide better and faster results. Moreover, to have more reasonable movements, the

Control-Path method was used to move the robot arm; This method maintains smooth,

straight movements of the arm, by using small steps of I cm.

The inverse kinematics code of the robot's control program was written in Microsoft

Visual C++ V6.0, as it has excellent compatibility with the PC IO ports. In order to

maintain a straightforward execution of the program, the C++ executable file is run from

the image-processing program in Matlab. The Matlab program performs the following

steps: 1) the location of object is detected; 2) the position and orientation of the object are

saved in ASCII format; 3) the inverse kinematics C+l executable is run; and 4) the

resulting ASCII file is read by the inverse kinematics program. Thus, only one program

call needs to be executed to perform object detection and move the robot arm.

3.5 I/O INTERFACE BOARI)

3.5.1, Introduction

In order to tansfer data and control commands from the PC to the robot arm motors,

an interface is required. This interface contains an I/O port to connect to the PC's parallel

port, buffers, logic levels and motor drivers.
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3.5.2 Parallel Port

The PC parallel port has direct access to the data lines and requires a minimal amount

of hardware. Hence, parallel port LPT1 was used to transfer data from the PC to the

robot's motors. In order for the parallel port to communicate with any interface board,

each of its control pins (i.e. Acknowledge, Busy, Select, Error and Strobe) must be

activated [Mazidi et al., 1998].

To control the drivers for each of the robot's motors (Appendix A), two data lines are

required: one to enable the driver and one to define the direction of the rotation. There are

five stepper motors for the link movements and joint rotations, and one servomotor for

the gripper action. Therefore, at least 12 data lines are needed; however, the parallel port

supports only 8 data lines. Hence, one 74LS138 decoder was used to decode three of the

parallel port data lines to eight (Fig. 3.26). Due to this limitation, only one motor can be

enabled at the time. However, as the wheelchair's battery is powering the motors, this

type of enabling will prevent the battery from draining due to supplying high currents of

5A to the motors. In general, it is dangerous for a battery to supply a high current; some

batteries are not even able to do so.

The base IiO port address of an LPT can vary from system to system. This is due to

the fact that the Power On Self Test (POST) portion of BIOS will first check for the

existence of a printer port atIlO address 03BCH, then at 0378H, and finally at 0278H.

Whichever address is found first will be written into the BIOS dataarca408H, where the

base I/O address for LPT1 is stored [Mazidi et a1., 199S]. In this study, LPT1 was

addressed with 0378H, which was the default address for the parallel port in ow system.
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3.5.3 Logic [,evel

As the Enable-Pin must be activated all the time, the IC drivers receive a clock pulse

on their Clock-Pin in order to enable the stepper motor's drivers. The IC timer 555 was

used to produce the required pulses. Since each of the five stepper motors have different

speeds and are of different types, five drivers with different cycles are required.

Consequently, five 555 pulse generators were used to produce the needed pulses for each

of the motor drivers (Fi5.3.27). The 555 IC timer is able to supply pulses in the range of

a few hundred kHz, which is enough to drive the stepper motor.

To maintain the position of the arm during the stop time, the holding torque must

continue to sustain the motors. Therefore, AND gates were used between each of the

enable lines and clock pulse generators. Hence, the stepper motors will rotate with a

frequency of zero, which is equivalent to being locked during their stop time. By using a

frequency of zero during the stop-time, additional mechanical or electrical breaks are not

required.
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3.5.4 Stepper Motor Drivers

The stepper motor IC driver UCN5804B was used to drive the stepper motors (Fig.

3.29). Each driver has the ability to supply its connected motor up to 1.34 at the

maximum 35V (Appendix C). Four Schotþ diodes were used to protect the drivers from

the inverse effect of the motor field. The clock pin of the IC drivers was connected to the

output of the AND gate. The inputs of the AND gates are connected to the Enable pin and

the output of IC timer 555, respectively (Fig. 3.29). Since the Enable pin of the driver is

active low, it must be kept low at all times to keep the driver enabled during the stop

time. Control commands indicating the direction of the rotations come directly from the

PC's buffer to the driver's Direction pin. Due to the effect of frequency on the arm's

rotation speed, defining the clock frequency depends on the location of motor and its

task; i.e. the base should rotate slower than the wrist, so its clock frequency is lower (Fig.

3.28).

CLOCK

ONE PHASE

HALF STEP

OUTPUT ENABLE

OUTPUTA
OUTPUTS

OUTPUÏ C

OUTPUT D

A. fr,linimum Data Set Up Tirne . . . . 100 ns
B. l,IinimumDâtaHoldTlme.. ...... 100ns
C. lr¡lininum Step lnput Pulse Width . 3.û ¡re

Fig.3.28. Cycling of the outputs of the stepper motor's IC driver as compared to

the input clocks.
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3.5.5 Servomotor Driver

The gripper of the robot arm is activated by an RC servomotor of type HS-81. To

control the opening and closing of the gripper, this servomotor receives pulses with

special duty cycles. By applying 1.5 ms width pulses for a period of 20 ms, the

servomotor stays at the medium position of 0" . Applying pulses of width of 2.5ms and

0.6ms causes the servomotor to rotate to positions of -45"and 45", respectively. These

two clock pulses are activated through fwo IC timers 555 and the enabling commands

(Fig. 3.30). These gripper open and close commands are generated directly at the PC

parallel port and decoder; they are then are sent through an RS flip-flop to enable each

clock pulse generator at the desired time.
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3.5.6 Windows Port Access

In the control program (written with Microsoft Visual C++ V6.0), there are

commands that directly access the parallel port in V/indows NT/2000DG. However, this

code failed during execution of the main program. This occurred since the Windows NT

kernel does not allow usermode programs to have direct access to the I/O ports. There are

two solutions to remedy this problem: creating a custom device driver and using a 3rd

party tool to allow port access (Appendix B).

In this study, a simple tool called UserPort [T. Rranzon, 2001] was used to remedy

this problem. In order to employ UserPort, the following must first be performed: l) the

file UserPort.sys must be copied to the directory %owtndk%o\system32\drivers; and 2)

UserPort.exe must be run to set the port range available to usermode applications.

The drawback of this solution is that opening up I/O ports poses a security risk, which

could be exploited by other programs. Therefore, only the I/O ports required by the

program have been opened. In addition, UserPort provides an option to only allow

applications that open the \\.\UserPort file to have access to the opened ports

3.6 Arm's Design and Construction

3.6.1 Arm's Architecture

The seat height distribution for different types of wheelchairs (Fig. 3.31) shows that

most wheelchair manufacturers design the height of the seat to be around 50 cm. Hence,

this height was used for the design of the robot arm in this study.
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Fig. 3.31. Height distribution for wheelchair's seat [Gareway Engineering coalition, 19e7].

The robot arm should be installed on either Bar 2 or Bar 5 of the wheelchair, at a

point close to the seat, in order to avoid collision with the user or any objects that may

surround the wheelchair (Fig. 3.17). As the average height of the bar is 30 cm and the

height of the designed base for the robot arm is approximately 20 cm, the average height

of the robot from the floor is approximately 50 cm. Assuming that the maximum distance

between an object and the robot arm base is 40cm, the length of the arm is approximated

AS:

J@ +(40cm(extentiofif =60 crn . (3.32)

Thus, Equation 3.32 implies that the length of the arm should be between 50 to 70

cm. This length should be divided amongst the three links of the robot arm: the shoulder,

elbow and wrist.

To design a robotic arm for rehabilitation purposes, several issues should be

considered: 1) the adaptabilþ of the robotic arm with the wheelchair, which limits the

total length;2) the power supply; 3) the weight of the robotic arm; and 4) the maximum

allowable speed of the movements that will still maintain user safety. Furthermore,
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materials that are in direct contact with patients must be made of inoxidizable metals or

polymers. These factors restrict the design of the robotic arm to the very light and low

speed implementations, while still having the requirement of easily maneuvering to every

position needed to reach a given object.

Recall that the 5 DOF of the robotic ann are: 1) rotation of the base around the z-axis;

2) rotation of the shoulder; 3) rotation of the elbow around the z-axes; 4) rotation for the

roll of the wrist; and 5) rotation for the yaw of the wrist. Three of these DOF are required

to position the robotic arm to any point in space: base, shoulder and elbow. The

remaining 2 DOF, wrist (roll) and wrist (yaw), are required to orient the arm around the

object. Technically, 3 DOF are required to completely orient the arm about the object.

However, due to the special application of the robotic arm in this study (i.e. to grasp

objects from the floor), pitch rotation of the wrist can be omitted. Since the orientation of

the arm's z-axis is predefined, we can omit the pitch rotation of the wrist.

3.6.2 Motor and Power Selection

Three different types of actuators may be used to produce the rotations: pneumatic,

hydraulic and elechic motors. As previously mentioned, the structure of the robotic arm

should be small and light. Since the arm's power supply is the wheelchair's battery,

electrical motors are the best choice. Two choices of electrical motors have been

considered: servomotors and stepper motors.

Selecting either of these electrical motors has both advantages and disadvantages. If a

servomotor is selected, feedback from the joints must be dealt with. On the other hand,

the stepper motor's response to clock pulses provides its control; a simpler option
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incurring less cost. Moreover, stepper motors have excellent responses to starting,

stopping and reversing. In addition, stepper motors have a very high holding torque, since

the motor is excited at stand time. The drawback is that stepper motors cannot provide

high speeds and they are slower than servomotors. However, the speed of the motor is not

that crucial in this application. Selecting the motor in this study primarily depends on the

robot arm's function. The motors play a large roll in the overall weight of the device.

Therefore, small motors with large torques must be chosen for this study.

X
3.6.3 Torques

The assumption of gravity as the main force the motor should overcome leads to

Equations 3.33-3.36 for the resultant torque on each joint.

Fi5.3.32. Forces acting on the robotic arm and link lengths.
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To establish Equations 3.33-3.36, some assumptions had to be made: 1) the load

distribution for all of the links is isotropic; and2) the arms are considered as cantilevered

beams.

In addition to the calculations in Equations 3.33-3.36, the maximum bending of the

arms should be calculated; this is not achievable unless the material of the arm is defined

and the real weights are found. The safety factor of the torque, T", should also be

considered when selecting a motor. To obtain the maximum torque at start, the friction

resulting from the static coeffrcient must be found.

Concerning the above-mentioned conditions, the minimum torque for each motor at

each joint is calculated as follows. Note however, that if gear reduction is used, the

calculated torques will be decreased with the factor of the gear.

Wrist (Roll):

Tt 
-1= 

mc,ipp", r ++ \g*o¡.Lo
luaor 

s)

T** s = 0.2Kgrrc*9?L+0.2Kgxllx0.1m

(3.33)

T^o s = 0.4Nm

It is expected that the wrist's motor will tolerate the above torque on its shaft.

However, since the rotation is orthogonal to the torque, the selected motor is not required

to provide that much torque. The same strategy should be considered for the base, which

just provides rotation.
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Wríst (Yow):

'¡r,"^ +)= 
mw''n'\'?**o'''o-'r'(++ L')+ 4u*o¡'(Lo+ L') (3'34)

T^* q = 0.7 12 Ks *t 0 *0'2! * + 0.2 Kg' 1 0' 
( ry + 0.2)m + 2N x (o.t + O2þ

T^o q =l'8l2Nm

Elbow:

Tt,, . .1:mtrro*.g.?***^,8{++ Lr)+*o,,0*,.8.(*+ Lr+ Lr)+ \u*o>.(Lo+ Lr+ Lr),
lMotùs 

3)

(3.3s)

r^o z:o.eeexto'qf +0.712'10.(l.o.r) +0.2xt0.(ï +0.20+030)+zrrr(o.t+0.2+0.3)

Shoulder:

Tçro,o z) = m sho,rder. g + . * u,**. s.(*+ Z, ) + **,*. g.(î + L, + Lr) +

+ mc,ipp",.g.f! * t, + L, + L,) + F,<,*o>.(Lo + L, + L, + Lr)

(3.36)

r^* z =1.875xt0"T + o.eeex10x (ï. 0.13) + 0.7r2x10x (Y.0.30+ 0.13) +

.r*(++0.2+0.30 + 0.13)+ 2N(0.1+0.2+0.30 + 0.13)

T^* 2 =10'6lNm

T^o z = 6'65Nm
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3.6.4 Safety Issues in Mechanical Design

Safety is an important issue to consider when designing a robot arm that is in direct

contact with humans. It limits the rotation of the joints to certain angles around the home

position of the arm.

The home position of the robot arm should be an inverted L-shape, as it should have

maximum similarity to the handle of the wheelchair. This enswes that the shoulder stays

horizontal and parallel to the wheelchair's handle and that the elbow stays vertical and

parallel to Bar 5 (Fig. 3.11). The maximum rotation along the base of the arm should not

exceed 270" , as measured from the left-hand side of the user. This limitation is based

upon the fact that there should not be a collision between the user and the robot under any

condition.

Theshoulderrotatesaboutitsjointatananglearound 135";thisangledependsonthe

structure of the arm. The gripping surfaces should be from rubber pads; this improves the

gripper's ability to pick up slippery objects and prevents scratching and damages to the

object. A small motor can directly actuate the gripper, in addition to a magnet. The two

motors on the base should be used horizontally, along with timing belts and pulleys, in

order to drive the elbow and shoulder joints. However, in the final design, the motors

were put directly on the joints in order to remove the errors the system incurred when

belts and pulleys were used.
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3.7 CIIAPTER SUMMARY

In this chapter, a real-time vision-based system for detecting objects and a description

of the robot arm, along with its electronic interface board, \ilere presented. The proposed

vision method is fast, robust and computationally inexpensive. It relies on two basic

assumptions: the object size exceeds the minimum 2cmx2cm and the user is capable of

pushing a switch or activating a suck-and-puff actuator. The system operates as follows:

1) it robustly detects the object; 2) sends the control commands through parallel port to

the electronic interface; 3) the electronic interface decodes the commands and sends them

to the robot arm; 4) the robot afln grasps the detected object and places it on the table in

front of the user; and 5) the robot arm returns to its home position. Simulated and

practical system for 3D object detection and object grasping has been shown in Fig. 3.33

and3.34.

Fig. 3.33. Simulated system for object detection and object grasping.

Camer* I Came¡a 2
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Fi5.3.34. Robotic arm for object grasping.
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CITAPTER 4

VALIDATION AND DISCUSSION

In this study, the captured images were tansfened through a USB port to a Pentium

PC and were then stored in windows bitmap format. The stored images were used by the

image processing program (written in MATLAB version 6.5) to determine the location of

the object.

The stereovision method used required at least two cameras; this number of cameras

gives a rough estimation of the shape of the object. This roughness is due to the fact that

a portion of the desired object is obstructed by another object. Hence, it cannot be

captured by one or both cameras. Consequently, mismatching occurs for those segments

of the background and they are mistakenly counted as part of the object. Using additional

cameras placed all around the background and repeating the proposed method for every

two neighboring cameras, a closer characterization of the object's shape could be formed.

As illustrated in Fig. 4.1, selection of the upper virtual layers of the background

results in the convergence of the two corresponding mapped subimages, until the virfual

layer is completely matched to the real surface. The real surface is the point where

minimum dissimilarity is observed. Dissimilarity is measured as the number of

unmatched pixels per subimage pair. However, if layers are selected that are at a height

higher than the real surface, the resulting pair of subimages will diverge; once again, the

disparity will increase.
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Fig' 4.1. The affow direction indicates the decrease of mismatched pixels as a

result of re-increasing the similarity of the two corresponding images.

Nevertheless, based on the trigonometric correspondence among the resulting

subimages, the similarity among the images will gradually increase if: l) the height of the

selected layer is too far from the background; 2) selected layer is too close to the cameras

when compared to the space between the cameras; and/or 3) the segment's size is too

small. This increase is a result of the entire background being observed through the

selected segment, rather than the detection of one segment only (Fig. 4.2.).
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Fig. 4.2. The effect of segment's selection when the levels are too far from the

background, the cameras are too close to each other or the segment's

size is too small.

Due to differences in the camera's adjustments and/or ambient noises, a small amount

of noise was observed in the object detections. Therefore, a threshold was applied to the

subtracted images in order to digitize them; consequently, the effect of the noise was

reduced. Since this method is robust for different object shapes, backgrounds and

environment illuminations, a low threshold value was possible. Thus, a threshold of 70

was applied to the images, which had a gray-level distribution of 256. By applying this

threshold, most of the noise was canceled.

Moreover, it is important to note that the proposed method does not require the use of

different thresholds for different cases. In fact, if there are two subimages from the same
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point, the constructed equal size images are completely matched. Hence, their subtraction

results in a very dark shadow that can be easily eliminated. Therefore, this threshold

value remains very similar for different backgrounds, objects and illuminations.

An important step in producing equal size segments is the resampling of the deformed

segments. The resampling method was found to be faster and more reliable than other

available interpolation methods. This is due to the fact that resampling applies an anti-

aliasing (lowpass) FIR flrlter to the original subimage during the resampling process

fOppenheim et al. 1989 and Parks et a1.,1987]. The least square linear-phase FIR filter is

designed using a Kaiser window.

The proposed method of object detection was tested on a system using two Creative

NX Pro webcams, powered by CMOS 480x 640 VGA sensors. The cameras were placed

on a table at a height of 50 cm from the floor, facing downwards. The captured images

were transferred through USB ports to a Pentium PC. The images were converted from

fcurrent pixel size] fo 1024x768 pixels and then saved under RGB true color data arÍay,

applying the windows bitmap format. Since a higher number of calibration points yields

better accuracy and fewer errors, the system was calibrated with 15 calibration points.

The intersection of the two images, as captured by calibrated cameras, was selected as the

background. The background had a size of 40x60 cm2 and was segmented to form 3x3

cm2 subimages. The performance of this method was tested on 15 different objects placed

on 5 different backgrounds, for 46 different combinations. The performance of the

method was 100% accurate for all combinations, including highly correlated cases and

different types of illumination that the system was tested. Refer to Appendix G for an

image showing different combinations and illuminations.
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A parallel port was used to transfer data from the PC, to the interface control board

and finally to the robot arm. A parallel port was selected as it requires a minimal amount

of hardware. In addition, it provides the required communication speed and allows direct

access to data lines that need to be programmed.
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5.1

CHAPTER.5

SUMMARY, CONCT-,USION & FUT{JRE WORK

Summary

An assistive robotic arm, equipped with a novel and robust calibrated stereovision

object detection method, was proposed in this thesis for object grasping. The proposed

method is comprised of three parts: 1) image segmentation and matching using the

proposed novel 3D object detection method and applying stereo vision object detection

technique, and object orientation detection with respect to the robot arm's base; 2)

transferring of image and orientation data through an electronic board to the robot's

motors; and 3) implementation of the robot arm's structure, model, hardware and power

supply.

The presented image processing method was based on a stereovision system. Two

captured images were segmented and interpolated to produce equal sized images of the

background. The resulting images were then subtracted from each other. Points that

belonged to the background were eliminated and points that were occupied by an object

were detected. Thresholding, followed by morphological image processing and finally

labeling were applied in sequence to remove noise. Next, a convex hull was applied to

produce a smooth boundary of the detected object. Finally, the location and orientation of

the detected object with respect to the robot's base was found. The performance of the

method was tested for 15 different objects, placed on 5 different backgroturds, for 46

different combinations. The performance of the method is shown in Fig. 5.1 and Fig.5.2.,
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where the object and background are highly correlated. Refer to Appendix G for an

image showing different combinations and illuminations.
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Fig. 5.1. (a) Original Image, and (b) Detected Object.
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By solving the inverse kinematic equations of the designed robot arm, the location

and orientation of the detected object were determined and translated to motor rotation

commands. These commands were transferred through the PC's parallel port to the

interface board; they were then decoded and transferred to the each motor's driver. The

stepper motor IC driver 58048 was used to drive the stepper motors of the robot arm's

joints. To supply their clock pins, the IC timer 555 was used as a pulse generator.

5.2 Conclusion Remarks

A novel, robust object detection method based on calibrated stereovision was

proposed. This method was comprised of two parts: 1) segmentation and matching,

resulting in 2D object detection; and 2) calculation of the object's height using a multi-

layer virtual surface. The performance of the proposed method was 100% accurate for all

combinations, including highly correlated cases and different types of illumination that

the system was tested.

Once the object was detected and its location was calculated, the rotation angles of

the robot arm and the period of rotation for each motor were found. The resulting rotation

commands were then transferred to the robot arm. The final robot arm design had six

rotational degrees of action. The robot arm was designed for rehabilitation applications; it

can be wheelchair mounted and is 70 cm in length. The robot arm was tested for several

actions and had successful results. To provide safe movements, the user has the ability to

stop the robot arm atany time.
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5.3 Suggestions for Future Work

In this study, a new application of robotics in an intelligent system for rehabilitation

purposes was designed. The following paragraphs describe further enhancements,

modifications and alterations that would benefit the design.

In order to minimize the appearance of the arm, it should be designed and set in a

similar manner to the handle of the wheelchair. Due to the robustness and perfect

adaptability of the presented method, it is expected that the proposed design would be

applicable to real world applications.

As this study the length of all detected points of the convex hull are compared and the

two points with the maximum detected distance are selected. However, for rectangular

objects this selection is at the risk of wrong selection of the gripper's orientation.

Therefore some idea has to be developed to find the minimum detected distance of the

object's two points.

Although the presented method of using a PC, I/O parallel port and electronic

interface board is reliable and works well, a DSP board could be used to decrease the

hardware size to a small electronic board. This replacement would prevent the wheelchair

battery from consuming extra power.

As this system relies on the accuracy of the motors, its control system functions on

additive error. Therefore, after a period of time, the home position of the robot arm would

be offset from its original location; thus, it would have to be recalibrated. However, this

problem can be overcome through the use of extra sensors and additional system

feedback.
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In this study, the captured images were tansfened through a USB port to a Pentium

PC and were then stored in windows bitmap format. The stored images were used by the

image processing program (written in MATLAB version 6.5) to determine the location of

the object. However, if the Matlab Image Acquisition toolbox was used, the captured

images could be transferred directly from cameras to the program, without being stored

by a third parly program.

Finally, the presented stereovision system requires manual calibration, which all

future measurements are dependent upon. Therefore, it is sensitive to camera movements.

In such a case, the camera calibration parameters will change and the detection system is

faced with deflection. Thus, to remedy this problem, the system should be designed using

an auto-calibration procedure.

The presented new image processing technique is robust and therefore, it has many

other applications; for example, 3D surface recovery and control of CNC machines.
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APPENDIX A

Stepper & Servo Motors
Stepper Motor

4.1 Types

A stepper motor is a good choice when controlled movements are required. There are

three types of stepper motors: variable-reluctance, permanent magnet and hybrid [Yeadon

et a1., 20011.

,A..1.1 Variable-Reluctance

This motor's response to digital input pulses provides open-loop control, making the

motor simpler and less costly to control. This type of motor consists of a soft iron multi-

toothed rotor and a wound stator. When the stator windings are energized with DC

current, the poles become magnetized. Rotation occurs when the rotor teeth are attracted

to the energized stator poles [Acarnley, 1984].

Fig. 4.1. Cross-section of a variable-reluctance (VR) motor.
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L.1.2 Permanent Magnet

Often referred to as a "tin can" or "canstock" motor, the permanent magnet step

motor is a low cost and low-resolution type motor, with typical step angles of 7.5o to 15o.

Permanent magnet (PM) motors (48 - 24 steps/revolution) have permanent magnets

added to their motor structure. The rotor no longer has teeth, as with the VR motor.

Instead, the rotor is magnetized with altemating north and south poles that are situated in

a straight line, parallel to the rotor shaft. These magnetized rotor poles provide an

increased magnetic flux intensity and because of this, the PM motor exhibits improved

torque characteristics when compared with the VR type [Acarnley, 1984].

Fig. 4.2. Principle of a PM or tin-can stepper motor.
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.A..1.3 llybrid

The hybrid (HB) stepper motor is more expensive than the PM stepper motor,

however it provides better performance with respect to the step resolution, torque and

speed. Typical step angles for the HB stepper motor range from 3.6'to 0.9'(100 - 400

steps per revolution). The hybrid stepper motor combines the best features of both the

PM and VR type stepper motors. The rotor is multi-toothed like the VR motor and

contains an axially magnetized concentric magnet around its shaft. The teeth on the rotor

provide an even better path, which helps in guiding the magnetic flux to preferred

locations in the air gap. This fuither increases the detent, holding and dynamic torque

characteristics of the motor when compared with both the VR and PM types [Acarnley,

1e841.

Fig 4.3. Cross-section of a hybrid stepper motor.
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A.2 Stepping Modes

There are three modes of operation when using a stepper motor. The mode of

operation is determined by the step sequence applied. The tluee step sequences are wave,

full and half stepping. As will be discussed, as the goal of this study was to select the

smallest motor with highest torque, full mode was used.

A.2.1 \ilave Stepping

Wave stepping has less torque than full stepping. It is the least stable at higher speeds

and has low power consumption [K. Takashi, 1984].

Table 4.1. Wave stepping drive table.

$TËP L1 L2 L3 L4

IHLLI
2LHLL
sLLHL
4LLLH

A.2.2 Full Stepping

Full stepping has the lowest resolution and is the strongest at holding its position.

Clock-wise and counter clockwise rotation is accomplished by reversing the step

sequence [K. Takashi, 1984].
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Table 4.2. Full stepping drive table.

SÏËF

1

2

3

4

L1

H

L

L

H

L2 L3 L4

HLL
HHL
Lþi H

LLH

4.2.3 Ilalf-Stepping (A Combination Wave and Full Stepping)

The half-step sequence has the most torque and is the most stable at higher speeds. It

also has the highest resolution of the stepping methods. It is a combination of full and

wave stepping [K. Takashi, 1984].

Table 4.3. Half stepping drive table.

sïfrF

1

2.

3

4

5

L3 L4

LL
LL
LL
HL
Ht_
HH
LH
LH

õ

7

L1

H

H

L

L

It-

L

L

H

L

H

H

H

L

L

L

L
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A..3 Phase, Poles and Stepping Angles

In general, stepper motors have two phases; however, three and five-phase motors

also exist. A bipolar motor with two phases has one winding/phase; a unipolar motor has

one winding, with a center tap per phase. Sometimes the unipolar stepper motor is

referred to as a "four phase motor", even though it only has two phases [Yeadon et al.,

2001]. The step angle, i.e. the number of degrees a rotor will turn per step, is calculated

as follows:

t6l)"
StepAngle(0., ) =?

,S = írN"

t¡t = nümher al phases

N , = nunther td rotor teeth

(A.1)

RC Servo Motors

A "servo" is a generic term used for an automatic control system. It comes from the

Latin word "servus" meaning slave. In practical terms, it denotes a mechanism that we

can be set and forgotten; it adjusts itself during continued operation through feedback.

Disk drives, for example, contain a servo system insuring that they spin at a desired,

constant speed by measuring their current rotation; the drives speed up or slow down as

necessary fClark et al., 20031.

The most coÍrmon consumer-visible servo is that used to operate radio controlled

(RC) model planes, boats, and other gadgets. There are numerous types of servos. They

differ in their precision, speed, and strength - all of which are reflected in price. There are

numerous companies making RC servos: Airtronics, Cirrus, FMA Direct, Futaba, Hitec,

J& Ko Propo, Multiplex and Tower Hobbies. All of these servos feed off of the same
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electrical connections: roughly 6 VDC to power the device and a Pulse Width

Modulation (PWM) pulse stream to indicate position.

As previously mentioned, all RC servos have three connections: positive power,

ground or negative power, and the controlling signal. The interesting part is the control

signal. An RC servo motor doesn't just run when it receives power. It needs something to

drive the servo with that control signal. Most servos require a power supply between

4.8V and 6.0V. The higher the voltage, the faster the servo will move and the more

torque it will have. The servo is controlled by a series of pulses, wherein the length of the

pulse indicates the position to take [Clark et al., 2003].

Table 4.4. RC servos driving.

Notes:

Increasing the pulse width by 10 psec results in about one degree of movement on

the output shaft.

These numbers are nominal and vary slightly between manufacturers and models.

For example, the HiTech HS81 requires pulses between 0.74 and 2.14 msec; this

is the RC servomotor used in this thesis.
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" The width of the pulse, and not the rate at which these pulses are sent, is

important. Some typical rates are 400 Hz (2.5 msec pulse spacing) and 50 Hz (20

msec pulse spacing).

Therefore, if a series of electrical pulses is made, then the servo shaft can be rotated

through a range of 90 degrees. The driving pulse is usually specified as 3-5 Volt P-P.

However, based on experience, it is advised to avoid using a drive pulse greater than the

motor power.
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APPENDIX E

Programrning {Jnden Windows XP/2000/NT

There are various ways to access to the parallel port and other I/O ports in PCs,

including directly accessing port addresses, coÍrmunicating with a driver and using

Vy'indows' built-in drivers.

Under Windows 3.xl95l98llll4e, applications can read and write directly to port

addresses. A compiler's built-in functions (inp and out or similar) or inline assembly

code can be used. This method is simple, but slow. Hence it cannot protect the port from

being accessed by other applications and it does not work at all under Windows

NT/2000D(p. If Visual Basic or another language is used that does not have functions for

port I/O or allow in-line assembly code, a DLL or a custom control that adds port I/O

functions to an application could be used [Jan Axelson, 2003].

A system-level device driver enables faster port access and can manage accessing by

multiple applications. Driver types include VxD (virtual device driver) for V/indows

9xlMe, WDM for V/indows 98AtT/2000À4eD(p, and kernel-mode driver for Windows

NT/2000D(p. Hardware intemrpts must use a system-level driver under Windows

9xl¡{Ti2000lùIeD(p [Jan Axelson, 2003].

A third way to access ports is to use the drivers included in Windows. Windows

3.x/9xA{T have no fi.mctions for generic port access, only functions tied to specific uses.

For example, there are Application Program Interface (API) calls for accessing printers

and for accessing serial ports controlled by Universal Asynchronous Receiver-

Transmitters (UART). In Visual Basic, the Printer object and Mobile Switching Center
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(MSC) control are other options for parallel and serial-port access. Built-in functions and

controls like these are usually the best solution when their abilities match what this study

trying to accomplish. [Jan Axelson,2003]

Windows 2000lXp added improved drivers for accessing parallel-port devices with

support for SPP, PS/2 (Byte), EPP, ECP modes and daisy-chaining. Parclass is a system

class driver for parallel-port devices and Parport is a system function driver for the

parallel port. More details are available at the Windows DDK website of Microsoft

[Microsoft, 2004]; search for Parallel Devices and Drivers in the documentation index

[Mazidi et a1.,1998] and [Jær Axelson, 2003].

Fig. 8.1. The driver used in this study to open the PC I/O ports.
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APPENDTX C

Ðata Sheet Stepper Motor Driver {ICN5804

s804
BLMOS II ANIPOLAR

STE PPE R.M O TOR TRAÌ{ SLATO RlD RI VE R

dJ ÍPUT e

Kp

OLfiPUlD

GROLND

GROJND

OUTPUT C

lQc

OU IFUT^

SIFPLY

OUTPUT
ENABLE

DrFìECltOl.l

GBO{J}O

GROJND

STEP I¡FUI

HALF-sTEP

OI.IE.PHASE

h9.w1s

Nole lhat lhe UCNs8048 (dual in-linê packâge)
and UCN5804LB (small outlinê lC packags) are
eleolri€lly ident¡oal and share a common
lermìnal number assiOnment.

ABSOLUTE MÐ(IMUM RATINGS

Output Vollage, Vce.............-.......-.-..--.. 5t! V

Output Sustaining Vollags,

Vcr (*).........................................-.. 35 V

Or¡tput Sink Cürrsnl, lour .................... 1.5 A
Logic Supply Vonage, V00........-..-...-.... 7.O V

hput Voltagê, VrN..................................7.O V

Packagê Poùvêr Diss¡pâlion,

Pe..............-........-..,....-........- S€€ GÌaph
Op€ral¡ng Tsrperaturs Rangê,

TÂ ... .... ...... .. ..........-20oClo+85oC
Slorago Tsmperature Rângs,

Ts ,.......,....................... -55'G lo +1 50'G

N-
3Veõ
lcp
äÉ

Combining low-power CX\4OS logíc with high+urrent and high-voltage
bipolar ouþuts, the UCN5804B ard UCN5804IB BiMOS II trmslatoil
&ivers provide æmpleûe conbol and dríve for a fo.rAhæe unþlar stepper-

motor with contim¡o-rs ouÞ{rt current ratings to I .25 À per pt¡ase (1.5 A
stfftup) ard 35 V.

T1Þ CMOS logic sectbn povides the sequencing lo6ic, DIRECIïON
ard OUTPUT ENÀBLE conhol, ard a power-on re*t fr.rrction. Tt¡ree
sûepper-mota drive formab, wavedrive (one-phase), two-$rase, ard half-
step are e,rtemally sebctable. The irp:ts are compatible with standard
Cl\,fOS, PMOS, and NMOS circuits. TIL c ISITL may require the ue of
appropriate prll-tp resistors b e¡sr:¡e a p¡opa ingd-loeic hi3h.

Th¿ ¡vavedive fqmat corsists of emgizing one rrctor phæ at a time
in an À-B-C-D (or D-C-B'A) sequerrc€. This excit¡tion ¡¡rode cor¡sumes tle
least power ad assus positional acctracy regardless of ar¡y winding
inbalarce in tte motor. Two-phase &ive eneqgizes two djacenf phases in
each detent positim (AB-BC-CD-DÀ). This sequerce mode offers an
improved torqræ-spe¿d prodr¡ct, greater deient torque, ud is less susceptible
to Dot¡r resonarrce. Half-søp excitaticr¡ a-ltemates betv¡ee¡r tÌrc. one-p{rase
and twophase modes (A-À.B-B-BC-C-CD-D-DÀ), providing an eiglrt-sæp
seqærEe,

The bþlar ouþ:ts are æpabb of sinking r.p to 1.5 A and wiû¡*arding
5O V in the off staæ (susøining voltages up b 35 þ. Grornd+lamp and
flybæk diodes provide protcctim against ind¡:ctive tamie¡rts. Thermal
protection circuity disabbs tlre outFts r*trer the chþ úemperatne is exc€s-
sive.

Bofh devbes a¡e rated for operation over the temperatr:re range of -20oC
to +85"C. The UCN5804B is sr:¡plld in a l6pin dual in-lirn plastb bd.ving
pækage with a copper bad Êame and heat-sinkable t¿bs for impoved power
dissþtion capabilitbs; ttÞ UCN5804LB is supplied in a l6Jeed plastic
SOIC batwing packqge with a c'opper le¡d ftame ard heat-sinkable t¡bs.

FEATURES

I 1.5 A Maximum qrþut Current
f 95 V ùþutSushining Voltage
I Wave-Dtive, TwoPhase, and Half-Stêp Drivê Formats
I lnternal Clamp Diodes
I Ouþut Enable and Direclion Conbol
I Po¡ler€n Reset
E lnternal Thermal Shutdou/n Orqriby

Always ordor by cønplete part number, ê.g.JUGN5-ãEE].
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TRANSIATOR/DRNER
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5804
BïMOS II UNIPOLAR

STEPPER.MOTOR
TRANSIATONDNYER

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS at T¡ = 25oC, T¡ < 150oC, Voo = 4.5 V to 5.5 V
(unless ôthêrwise noted).

TIMING CONDITIONS

CLOCK

0.lE PHASE

HALF STEP

OUTPUT EMBLE

OUTPUTA
OUTPUT B

OUTPUT O

OUTPUT O

tÞq. vl-lioA

A. M¡nirrumDalasolUpTirn€ ........l(x)ns
E. M¡nirrum Dala Hold Timo . . 1m ns
C. M¡nirrum Stsp lnput Puls€ Widlh . . . . 3.0 t¡s

CÌùaræl€r¡silc q[lÈct T€sl Cond¡doßg

LHts
!il|n. TVp. Mar thtlg

Oulpul Leal(âgs Cunent lcer V9UT = 50 V t0 50 FA

Oüpln Susla¡nhg Vollage Vce(us) low=1254,1=3nËl 35

Output Saturalbr¡ Vcflage VcE(s¡T) lour = 700 rnA 1.0 12

low= I A t.1 1.4

lorn = 
.l25 A 12 1.5

Clarrp Dirdo Led(age Cun€nt lq Vs =50 V l0 50 AA

Clsnp D'Hrde Fofward Vdtage V¡ lF= 125 A 1.5 30

hput Cunont Irru(r) vrru = voo 0.5 5.0 trA

ltN(o) V¡¡ = 0.8 V -0-5 -5.0 pA

lnput Voltågs vtN(r) voo=s v 3-5 5.ð

vtN(o) -03 0.8 v

Supply Cu116nl bo 2 Orfpr¡ts oN 20 30 mA

Tum4ff Dslay toru 50% Sep lnputs to 50% Oulput t0 tr-s

TumÐn D€hy lorr 50% Stop lnputs to 50% Orilput l0 ps

'fïerral Shuld(¡m Temperatûe T¡ t65

.ir+,;!./. ¿:!l {;Í.}i ûfiìí# i'j,r'tt'! n
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5804
BíMOS N UNIPOI.AR
STEPPER-MOTOR
TRANSI,ATOR/DRIVER

APPLICATIONS INFORMATION

Intcnal power-on reset (POR) circuitry ræts
OUTPUIÀ (arll OUïPUTD inthe tuo-phase
drive format) b tle on ståte with initial applica-
ti:n of the logic supply voltage. A-fter resel tle
circuit then steps accsrding to the øbks.

T1þ ouÞùts will advarce one *quence
positìon on the hþh-tclow ta¡sitio¡r of the STEP
INPUT pulsc. Logic levels o¡r tlre HÀLF-STEP
and ONE-PIIASE inputs will determine the drive
format (ure-phase, two-phase, or half-ste{>). TtE
DIRECTION pin dearmines the rotatirxr se-

querrce of the oæputs. Note that t¡¡e STEP

INPUT must be in tl¡e low staæ when changing
tlre staúe of ONE-PHASE, HÀLF-STEB or
DIRECIÏON to preve¡terroneous stelæing.

All orfputs arc disabled (off) when OUTPUT
ENABLE is at a logic high. Ifthefmcticn ís not
req'rired, OUTPUTENÀBLE shotldbe ti<d lcw.
ln thatcorditiql all o¡þuts depend only on tle
staÞ ofthe step logic.

During rnrnal commutatlrr of a unþlæ
steptrH motor, mubral ccmpling between the
motor windings cæ force the oþuts of tle
UCN5804B below groud. This coditiø will
cause forward biæing of the collæ6or-to-ubsûate
jwlction md wæ cure¡rt ftom tl¡e Nþut. Fc
many L,/R applicatio$, this subsEate curelrt is

high emrgh úo advæly affæt the logic circuiky
ard carc mis*epping. Extemal se¡bs diodes
(Schouky de Mommended fs incrcssed
effisiæy at low-voltage opentim) willprcvæt
zubshate cr:¡rent Êom being sor.uced through the
ouþ:ts. Altønatively, extemal grcnnd clamp
diodes will povi,Ce a preferred current path ftom
grormd wlren the ot@rts are pr:lled below gro:nd.

lntemal thamal potætion circuihy disabbs
all ouþuts when the jurætion Þmpemhxe r€ches
appruimaæly ló5'C. The oþuts uee¡abled
again when thejuætion cools down to approxi-
mately l45oC.

WAVE-DRIVË SEQUENCE

Hell S[ep = L, On€ Phâs€ = H

Sl€p A B c D

POR ON OFF OFF OFF

1 ON OFF OFF OFF

2 OFF ON OFF OFF
OFF OFF ON OFF
ot-F OFF ot-t- ON

TWO.PHASE DRME SEQUENCE

llall$ep = L, One Phêso = L

St€p A B c D

POR ON OFF OFF ON
1 ON OFF OFF ON

ON ON OFF OFF
3 OFF ON ON OFF

OFF OFF ON ON

HALF,STEP DRIVE SEQUENCE

tlall Slep= H, One Phase= L

Slep A B c D

POR ON OFF OFF OFF
1 ON ot-t- ot-t- oFt-
2 ON ON (Jt-t- UFF
3 OFF ON OFF OFF
4 OFF ON ON OFF
5 OFF OFF ON OFF
6 OFF OFF ON ON

7 OFF OFF OFF ON
I ON OFF OFF ON

11 5 Northeasr culotl, Box 1 5036
wofc€slèr, Massaohuserls 0161 5-0036 (508) 859-5000
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5804
BïMOS II UNIPOLAR

STEPPER.MOTOR
TRANSIATORlDRNER

TYPIGAL APPLICATION
UR Stepper-Motor Drive

HÊSoftoN
Cü{TROL

STEPtsIPUT

OF

The products described here qre møuÍacturcd. und.er oRc or wre
A.S. palentt or U.S. ptenrs pending.

Allegro MicroSyste rc, Inc. resenes the riglrt to ilake, Íromtim to
tirc, fl ch d,ep utures fro n, he d etqil sp e c iñc di oß 6 nay b e

required to penit improwrcntt in the petforwce, reliability, or
MuÍæturubility ol ílsptoducts. Belor¿ plûing û order, lhe user is
celíoned to verífy thø the infonæion beíng relied upon is cunent.

Allegro prod,ucs are not úthorized lor ße 6 cri¡icdl conpoàentt
ín liÍe -fl/ppoÍ devices or sytterc withour exprest vritten qprotal.

The inforøotion íncluded hereín is belieted to b e rccurqtê atd
reliable. Hwever, Allegro Mièrosrstew, Inc. æærcsno reqtonsi-
bility îor iß aseì nor þr ury infringemnt oÍpdentr or orhet rights oJ

lhird.pørties which møy resub from ils we.
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5804
BLMOS II UNIPOIÁ,R
STEPPER.MOTOR
TRANSI.ATOR/DRIVER

UCN580¿lB
D¡m€nsione fn lnchæ
(cørf olling dime nsions)

Dimensions in MillimeÞre
(for reference only)

NOTES: I . Exâct body and lead conf igural¡on ât vendor's opl¡on w¡th¡n linits shown
2. Ls€d spacing tolersnce is non4urulative.
3. Led lhicl(less is nEâsur€d âl sealing phns or b€low.
4- Webbsd lead lramo. Leads 4, 5, 12, and 13 are intemâlly oflo piêce.
5. Supplied in slândard sliclß/lubos of 25 d€vicæ.

10.92
M¡X

1 t 5 Northeast Cútoff. Box '1 5036
Woræster. Massachusetts 01615-0036 (50S) 853-5000
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5804
BïMOS II UNIPOLAR

STEPPER.MOTOR
TRANSIATORIDRIVER

ucN5804LB
(add TR" to part nurnbsr for tÊp6 end r€€l)

Dímensions in ¡nches
(for reference only)

s

0.4133
o 3977

'i:
0.020
0.0r 3

ffi
o,ronnþ

l-ffi"'

ru
1.27 [Esc cpro8e.lk

NOTES: 1. E)@ct body ard lsad conliguration at v€ndor's opl¡on wilhin l¡n¡ts stþ$,n.
2. Led sp¿cing tolorance is non-cunuhl¡vo.
3. Lead thbkness ¡s rÍleasur€d al seating plans or bsbw.
4. W€bbsd lgad framo. Leds 4, 5, 12, and 13 aro inlernally 0ü6 piece.
5. Suppl¡ed in standard sl¡ckvtub€.s ol 47 devìces or add "TR" to pârl numbsr for lape and rsol.

D¡mensions irì M¡ll¡moters
(controlling dimensions)
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5804
BLMOS TI UNIPOIÁ,R
STEPPER.MOTOR
TRANSIATOR/DRTVER

MOTORDRIVERS

+ Gr¡e¡rt is maimum specifred test csditioq voliage is ma,rimum rating. See specification for sustaining voltage limits
or ovel{urut protetim voltage limits. Negative curerrt is defined as coming o¡t of (sor¡cing) tlæ o¡Þut.

f C-omplete part number ircludes additional cha¡acters ûo indicate operating tempe.raü:re range ard package styb.

Also, sæ 3175, 31n,3235, aú3n5 Hall-effect senso¡s for use with brushless dc motors.

115 Norlheasl Culofl, Box 15036
Worc€ster, Massaohuselts û1 615.0036 (508) 853-5000

Funct¡on output Râtings ârt Numb6ñ

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS FOR BRUSI'ILESS ÐC MOTORS

3-Phase Power MOSFET Controller
3-Phâse Power MOSFET Controller
3-Phase Power MOSFET Controller
2-Phâse Hall-Effect Sensor/Driver
B¡directional 3-Phase Back-EMF ControlleilDriver
2-Phâse Hall-Effect Sensor/Drive¡
3-Phase Back-EM F Controller/Driver
3-Phase Conboller/Ðrivers

¿oilmn
t600 rnA
900 mA

Ì900 mA
f2.0 A

28V
50v
50v
26V
14V
14V
14V
45V

3933
3932
7600
3626
8906
3625
8S02-A
2336 & 2936-120

INTEGRATED BRIDGE DRIVERS FOR DC AND BIPOLÂR STEPPER MOTORS

Dual Full Bridge w¡th Protectiôn & D¡agnostics
PWM Cunent-Contmlled Dual Full Bridge
PWM Cunent-Contmlled Dual Full Bridge
PWM Cuneñt-Controlled Dual Full Bridge
PWM Cunent-Contmlled Dual Full Bridge
PWM Cunent.Conimlled Dual Full Bridge

Pwlvl Cunent-Controlled Dual Full Bridge

PWM Cunent-Controlled Full Bridge
PWM Cunent-Contrþlled Dual Full Bridge
PWM Cunent-Controlled Microstepp¡ng Full Bridge
PWM Cu neni-C,ontrolled Micrôsteppin g Full Bridg e

PWM Cunent-Controlled Duâl DMOS Full Bridge
Duâl Full-Bridge Driver
PWM Curent-Controlled Full Bridge
DMOS Full Bridge PWM Driver
Dual DMOS Full Bridqe

+500 mA
t650 mA
+650 rnA

f750 mA
1750 mA
t750 mA
f800 mA
t1.3 A
r1.5 A
11.5 A
f1.5 A
f1.5 A
f2.0 A
r2.0 A
r2.0 A
r2.5 A

3976
3966
3S68
291 6
291 I
62r I
3964
3953
2917
s955
3957
3972
2998
3S52
3S58

3971

30v
30v
30v
45V
45V
45V
33V
50v
45V
50v
50v
50v
50v
50v
50v
50v

UNIPOLAR STEPPER MOTOR & OTHER DRIVERS
VoiceCo¡l Moior Drivêr
Voice€oil Moior Driver
Unipolâr Stepper*lotor Quâd Drivêrs
Unipolar Microstepperl\¡otor Quad Driver
Unipolar Stepper.flilotor Translaior/D river
Unipolar Siepper{vlotor Quâd Driver
Unipolar Sf epper-Motor Quad Driver
Unipolar Stepped\roior Quad Driver

Unioolar MicrosteoDer-f\4otor Quad Driver

Í500 mA
t800 mA

1A
1.2 A
1.25 A
1.8 A
1.8 A
3A
3A

8932-A
8S58
7024 &7029
7cÉ'2
5804
2540
2544
7026
70ø'4

6V
16V
46V
46V
50v
50v
50v
46V
46V
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APPENDIX Ï}

Matlab Frogram for Object Detection

o/o This program has been written with and authorized to the Fazel Farahmand.

clc
close all
clear all.
load calibl;
load calib2;
a 1 : imread('ImageO2 1','bmp');
a2 = imread('Image022','bmp');
ult=calibl(1,1);u12=calibl(2,1);ul3=calibl(3,1);ul4:calibt(4,1);ul5=calibl(5,1);
u16:calibl(6, I );u17:calibl (7,1);ul 8:calib l(8,1 );u I 9=calibl (9,1);u I lO:calib 1(10,1 );
uI I l=calibl( I l,l);u I 12:calibl(12,1);ul l3:calibl(l 3,1);ul l4=calib l( 14,l );u I I 5=calib l(15,1 );
vl 1=calib l( 1,2);vl2=caliblQ,2);vl3=calib l(3,2);vl4:calibl(4,2);vl5=calibl(5,2);
v 16:calib I (6,2);vl7:calibl(7 ,2);v 18=calib I (8,2);v 19=calib I (9,2);v I l0=calib 1( 10,2);

v l 1 1:calib l ( 1 1,2);v l l2:calib l (I2,2);v 1 13:calib l(13,2);vlU,=calib l( 14,2);v l 15=calib l (15,2);
u2 l=calib2(1,1);uL2:calib2Q,l);u23=calib2(3, I );u24=calib2(4,1);u25=calib2(5,1);
u26:calib2(6, I );u27:calib2(1 ,l);u28=calib2(8,1 );u29=calib2(9, I );u2 I 0=calib2( 10, I );
u2 1 l:calib2(l l,l);u212=calib2(12,1);u2l 3=calib2(13,1);u214=calib2(14,1 );u2l 5=calib2(15,1);
vLl:calib2(l,2);v22:calib2Q,2);v23:calib2(3,2);v24=calib2(4,2);v25:calib2(5,2);
v26:calib2(6,2);v27:calíb21,2) lv28:calib2(8,2);v29=calib2(9,2);v210=calib2(10,2);
v21 1=calib2( 11,2);v212:calib2(12,2);v213=calib2(13,2);v214=calib2(14,2);v215=calib2(15,2);
xl :0; yl = 0; zl: -50;
x2:15.3; y2:0: z2: -50;
x3 :30.5; y3 :0; z3: -50;
x4:61; y4:0; z4:-50:
x5 :0; y5 = -15.3; z5: -50:
x6:0; y6=-30.5; z6:-50:,
x7: 15.3; y7: -30.5; z7: -50;
x8 = 30.5; y8 = -30.5; z8 = _50;

x9 = 46; y9: _30.5; z9 = _50;

xl0:61; y10:-30.5; 210=-50;
xl I = 17; yll = -7; zll = -40.4;
xl2= 46; y12: -8.5; zl2: -40;
x13 = 31; yl3 = -23; zl3: -28.3;
xl4= 17; yl4=-36; zl4=-39.8;
xl5 :45; yl5 = -37.5; zl5: -40.5:
cntlpntl : I
xl yl zl I 0 0 0 0 -ull*xl -ull*yl-ull*zl;
0 0 0 0 xl yl zl I -vll*xl -vll*yl -v11*zl;
x2 y2 z2 I 0 0 0 0 -ul2*x2 -ul2*y2-u12*22;
0 0 0 0 x2 y2 22 I -vl2*x2 -vl2*y2 -v12+22;

x3 y3 z3 I 0 0 0 0 -u13*x3 -ul3*y3-u13*23;
0 0 0 0 x3 y3 z3 I -v13*x3 -vl3+y3 -vl3*23;
x4 y4 z4 I 0 0 0 0 -ul4*x4 -ul4+y4-ul4*24;
0 0 0 0 x4 y4 z4 I -v14*x4 -vl4*y4 -vl4*24:
x5 y5 z5 I 0 0 0 0 -ul5*x5 -ul5*y5-ul5*25;
0 0 0 0 x5 y5 z5 I -vl5*x5 -vl5*y5 -vl5*25;
x6 y6 z6 1 0 0 0 0-u16*x6 -ul6*y6-ul6*26;
0 0 0 0 xó y6 z6 I -v16*x6 -vl6*y6 -vl6*z6i
x7 y7 z7 I 0 0 0 0 -ul7*x7 -ul7*y7-ul7*27;
0 0 0 0 x7 y7 z7 I -vl7+x7 -vl7*y7 -v17*27;
x8 y8 z8 I 0 0 0 0 -ul8*x8 -u18*y8-ul8xz8;
0 0 0 0 x8 y8 zB I -v18*x8 -v18*y8 -vl8*28;
x9 y9 z9 1 0 0 0 0 -u19*x9 -ul9*y9-u19*29;
0 0 0 0 x9 y9 z9 I -v19*x9 -vl9*y9 -vl9*29:
x10 ytO zl0 I 0 0 0 0 -ull0*x10-utt0*ylO-ullO*zl0;
0 0 0 0 x10 y10 210 1 -vll0*xl0 -vll0*yl0 -vll0*210;
xll yll zLl 1 0 0 0 0 -ul11*x11-ulll*yl1-u111*zll;
0 0 0 0 xll yll zll I -v111*x11 -ut11'ty11 -v111*211;
xl2 yIz zl2 1 0 0 0 0 -ull2*xl2-ut12*yl2-ull2*z|2;
0 0 0 0 xl2 yl2 zl2 | -vll2*xl2 -vll2*yl? -vll2*212'
x13 y13 zl3 1 0 0 0 0 -ull3*xl3-ut13*yl3-ull3*zl3;
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0000xl3yl3zl3
xl4yl4zl41000
0000x14y14214
x15y152151000
0000xl5yl5zl5

cntlpnt2 = [
xlylzll000
0000xlylzl
xZy2z2l000
0000x2Y222
x3y3231000
0000x3y323
x4y4241000
0000x4y424
x5y5251000
0000x5y525
x6y6261000
0000x6y626
x7y7271000
0000x7y727
x8y8281000
0000x8y828
x9y9291000
0000x9y929
xlOy10zl0l000
0000x10y10210
xlt ylt zll I 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 xll Yll zll
xl2yl2zl21000
0000x12y12212
x13y132131000
0000x13y13213
xl4yl4zl4l000
0000x14y14214
x15y15215I000
0000x15y15215

UVI =
[ul l;vl l;u12;vl2;u13;v 13;u 14;v14;ul5;v 15;u 16;v16;u17;v l7;u 18;vl8;ul9;v l9;u 110;vl l0;ul I 1;vl I l;ul l2;v I 12;u1 13;v 1 13;u1 14;vl

l4;ul 15;v I l5l;
ctlptl : (cntlpntl')*cntlpnt I ;
invctlptl = pinv(ctlptt);
Ll = invctlptl *(cnrlpntl')*UV 1 ;

UV2 =
lu2l;v2l;u22;v22:u23;v23:u24:v24:u25;v25;u26;v26;u27;v27;u28;v28;u29;v29:u210:v210;u2ll;v?ll:u212;v212;tt2l3;v213;u214:v2
l4;u215;v2l5l;
ctlpt2 = (cntlpnt2')*cntlpnt2;
invctlpt2 : pinv(ctlpt2);
L2 : ínvctlpt2*(cntlpnt2,)*UV2;
Imshadow=.zeros(4 I 0,600);
Al : rgb2gray(al);
M:rgb2gray(a2);
windsize:1.5;
r-50;
for x=3 :(windsizea2):60;

for y:-3'-1*'nOt ize*2)'.-40
clear windowl
clear window2
clear windowl l
clear window2l
clear wind
clear windl
clear shadow
clear shadowxy
clear shadwin
clear shadwinl
clear k
clear I

u11=round((L1(1)*(x-windsize)+L1(2)*$-windsize)+Ll(3)*z+Ll(a))(Ll(9)*(x-windsizeþLl(10)*(y-windsize)+Ll(ll)*z+l));
vl 1 = round((L1(5)*(x-windsize)+L1(6)*(y-windsize)+Ll(1)+z+Ll(8))(Ll(9)x(x-windsize)+L1(10)*(y-windsize)+Ll(l I )*z+l));
u 12 : round((L1(1)*(x+windsize)+Lt(2)*(y+windsiz€)+Ll(3)*z+Ll(a))(L 1(9)*(x+windsize)+L l(10)*(y+vi¡fls¡2e)+L1(l I )*z+l ));

I -v113*xl3 -utt3*yl3 -vll3*213;
0 -ull4*x14 -ull4*y14 -u114*zl4;
I _vll4*x14 _ut14'*y14 _v114*zl4;

0 -ull5*xl5 -ut15*y15 -ull5*zl5;
I -vll5*xl5 -vll5*yl5 -vll5*zl5l;

0 -u2l*xl -u2l*y1 -u2l*zl;
I _v21*xl _v2l*yl _v2l*zl;
0 -u22+x2 _u22*y2 _u22*22;

| _vZ2*x2 _v22*y2 _v22*22;

0 _u23*x3 _u23+y3 _u23*23;

I -v23*x3 _v23+y3 -vZ3*23:
0 _u24*x4 _u24*y4 -uZ4*24;
| -v24*x4 _v24*y4 _v24*24;

0 -u25*x5 -u25*y5 -u25*25;
I _v25*x5 -v25*y5 _v25*25;

0 -u26*x6 -u26*y6 -u26*26;
1 -v26*x6 -v26*y6 -v26*26:
0 _u27*x7 _u27*!7 -u27*27:
1 _v2i*x7 _v27ty7 _vZ7+27;

0 _u2g*xg _u2g*yg _u?g*zg;

I _v2g*xg _v2g*yg _v2g*zg;

0 -u29*x9 _u29*y9 -u29*29;
| -v29*x9 -v29*y9 _v29*29;

0 _u210*xl0 -ur16*yl0 -u210*zl0;
I -v210*xl0 -v210*y10 -v210*zl0;
0 -u211*xll -urt1*yl1 -u211*zl1;
I -v21l*xll -v2ll*yll -v2ll*zll:
0 -u212*xl2 -rr12*yl2 -u2l2*zl2:
| -v212*xl2 -ur12*yl2 -v212*zl2;
0 -u213*x13 -utt3*yl3 -u213*zl3;
1 -v213*x13 -ur13*y13 -v213*zl3;
0 _u214*xl4 _u214*yl4 _u214*zl4;
I _v214*xl4 -v214*yl4 _v214*zl4:

0 -u215*x15 -u215*y15 -u215*zl5;
1 -v215*xl5 -v215*yl5 -v215*zl5l;
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v l2 = round((L 1(5)*(x+windsize)+L1(6)+(y+windsize)+L l(7)*z+L I (8)(L1(9)*(x+windsize)+Ll(10)*(y+windsize)+L1(1 1)*z+l ));

u21 = round((L2(l)x(x-windsize)+L2(2)*(y-windsize)+L2(3)+z+L2$))l(L2(9)*(x-windsíze)+L2( l0)+(y-windsize)+L2(1 1)*z+l));
v21 : round((L2(5)*(x-windsize)+L2(6)*(y-windsize)+L2(1)*z+L2(8))/(L2(9)*(x-windsize)+L2(10)*(y-windsize)+L2(1 l)*z+l));
u22 : round((L2(l)*(x+windsize)+L2(2)*(y+win dsizeþL2(3)*z+L2(Ð)l(L2(9)*(x+windsize)+L2(10)*(y+windsize)+L2(1 1)*z+l));
v22 = round((L2(5)+(x+windsize)+L2(6)*(y+win dsÞn)+LÀ(1)*z+L2(8)(L2(9)*(x+windsize)+L2(10)*(y+windsize)+L2(ll)*z+l));

windowl : Al(vl I:v12,u12:u11);
windowl = double(windowl);

[m1'n l] = síze(windowl );
win dow2 : þ,2(v 2 I :v 22,u22 :u2 1 );
window2 = double(window2);
lm2,nZl = s ize (win d ow2 ) ;

windowl l : windowl;
window2l : window2;

for i:l:ml
wind(i,:þesample(window I (i,:),n2,n 1,0);

end
windowl=wind';
for i=l:n2

wind I (i,:þresample(window I (i,:),m2,m I,0);
end
windowl=windl';
shadow = window2 - windowl;
shadow( find((shadow<80) & (shadow>-80))):0;
shadow( find((shadow>=80) | (shadow<=-80)))=1'

shadowxry=shadow;
for i=l:m2

shadwin(i,:)=resample(shadowxy(i,:),60,n2,0);
end
shadowxy:sþ¿¿e7¡¡',
for i=1:60

shadwin I (i,:):resample(shadowxy(i,:),60,m2,0);
end
shadowxy=shadwin 1';

ft,ll : find(shadowxy .- 0);
p = size(k);
if(p(1,1) > 0)

for dd=1:p(1, l)
m=x* 10-30+k(dd);
n=(abs(y)* 1 0)-30+l(dd);
Imshadow(n,mþl;

end
end

end
end
se: strel('disk',4);
Imdilat = imdilate(Imshadow,se);
sel = strel('disk',4);
Imclos = imclose(Imdilalsel);
se2 = strel('disk',10);
Imopen = imopen(lmclos,se2);

[Imlabel,num] = bwlabel(lmopen,8);
Iablvolum : zeros(num,2);
for i : 1:num

tkl,k2l : find(Imlabel : i);
lablvolum(i,:) : size(k1);

end
vol=max(max(lablvo lum));
Objectlabel = find(lablvolum:vol);
Imlabel(fi nd(Imlabel.-Objectlabel))=0 ;

Imlabe l(f ind(Im labe l--Obj ectlabe l))= 1 ;

IlabelY,labelx]= fi nd(lmlabel:l );
center_x = median(labelx)/1 0;
centerJi = -median(labely)/l 0;
for depth=l:20

z: -50+d,epth/2;
clear windowl
clear window2
clear windowl l
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clear window2l
clear wind
clear wind I
clear shadow
clear shadowxy
clear shadwin
clear shadwinl
clear k
clear I

ul I = round((L1(l)*(center_x-2þL1(2)*(center3 -2)+Ll(3)+z+Ll (4))/(Ll(9)*(center_x-2)+L1(10)*(center¡r-2)+Ll(l l)+z+l));
vl 1 = round((L1(5)*(center_x-2þLl(6)*(center3-2þL1(7)*z+LI(8))(Ll(9)*(center_x-2)+L1(10)*(centerS-2)+Ll(l l)*z+l));
u12 = round((Ll(1)*(center_x+2)+L l(2)*(center¡r+2)+L1(3)*z+Ll(4))(L l(9)*(center_x+2)+L1(10)*(center¡r+2)+Ll(l l)*z+l));
v 12 = round((Ll(5)*(center_x+2)+Ll(6)x(centerJ¡+2)+L1(7)*z+Ll(8))(L l(9)*(center_x+2)+L1(10)*(center¡r+2)+Ll (l l)+z+l));
u2 1 = round((L2(1)*(center_x-2þL2(2)*(center¡r-2þL2(3)*z+L2(4))(L2(9)*(center_x-2)+L2(10)*(center¡r-2)+L2(l I )*z+l ));
v2l =round((L2(5)*(center_x-2þL2(6)*(center3-2\+L2(7)*z+L2(8))(L2(9)x(center_x-2)+L2(10)*(center3-2)+L2(11)*z+1));
u22 : round((L2(1)*(center_x+2)+L2(2)*(c€nterj+2)+L2(3)*z+L2(4))/(L2(9)*(center_x+2)+L2(l 0)*(centerJ+2)+L2(1 1 )*z+1 ));
v22 = round((L2(5)*(center_x+2)+L2(6)*(cente13+2)+L2(7)*z+L2(8))(L2(9)*(center_x+2)+L2(l 0)*(centerj+2)+L2(1 1)*z+1));

if (vlt < l)
vl1=1;

end
if (vt2 < l)

vl2: l:
end

if (v2l < 1)

v2l = l;
end

if (v22 < 1)
r¡)1 = l.

end

if(ull < 1)

uIl:1;
end

íf (u12 < l)
u12: 1;

end
if(u2l < l)

u21 = 1;

end
if (u22 < 1)

u22= 1;

end
wíndowl = Al(v1 1:v12,u12:u1 l);

windowl = double(windowl);
[ml,n1] : size(windowl);
window2 : Ã2(v 2 I :v 22,u22 :tt2 1 ) ;

window2 : double(window2);

[m2,n2] : size(window2);
windowl I : windowl;

window2l : window2;
for i--l:ml

wind(i,:)=esample(windowl (i,:),n2,n 1,0);
end
windowl=wind';
for i:l:n2

wind I (i,:)=resample(windowl (i,:),m2,m 1,0);
end
windowl:windl';

shadow = window2 - windowl;
shadow(fi nd(shadow<70))=0'
shadow(fi nd(shadow>=70))=l'
shadowxy=5¡¿¿6*t
for i:l:m2

shadwin(i,:þresample(shadowxy(i,:),60,n2,0);
end
shadowxy=shadwin';
for i=1:60

shadwin I (i,:)=resample(shadowxy(i,:),60,m2,0);
end
shadowxy=sþ¿¿*¡n1 ''
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ft,ll: find(shadowxy ,.: 0);
zcent(depth,:) : size(k);

end
zcenter: zcent(:,1);
centerz : find(zcenter : min(zcenter))/2;
center_z = centerz(l )-50;
þaxes,xaxesl : fi nd(lmlabel: I );

convhul = convhull(xaxes,yaxes);
conv = [xaxes(convhul),yaxes(convhul)];
Distance = zeros(length(conv),length(conv));
for i = I :(length(conv)-l)

for j = (i+l):length(conv)
Distance(ij) = (conv(i, I )-conv(, I ))^2+(conv(i,2)-conv(,2))"2;

end
end

[conv_length¡rointl,conv-lengthjoint2] = find(Distance : max(max(Distance)));
figure
imagesc(Al)
colormap(gray(256))
figure
imagesc(Imlabel)
colormap(gray(256))
figure
plot(xaxes(convhul),-yaxes(convhul))
axis([0 600 -400 0])
pointl = conv(conv_lengfh¡rointl,:);
point2 = conv(conv_lengthjoint2,:);
theta = atan(-(point2(2)-pointl(2))(point2(l)-pointl(l)));
nx = -sin(theta);
ny : cos(theta);
nz:0;
ox: cos(theta);
oy: sin(theta);
oz= 0:
ax:0;
aY=0;
az= -l;
qx: center_x;
qy: center_y;
qz:ceîter z:

Qx:40; QY=0;Qr-25;
Nx= I ;Ny=0;Nr-{;Ox=0;Oy:- I ;Oz=0;Ax=o;Ay=Q;42:-1 ;
for i=l:100

Qx=Qx+qx/100' qt=qy+qyl100; Qz=Qz+q/100;
cd('C:\)
save('test.b<t','Nx','Ny',Nz','Ox','Oy','Oz,'Ax','Ay','Az','Qx','Qy','Qz','-ascii','-double')
cd('C:\FM(valentinelFazel\lvfy Thesis\6-DLT\Direct Linear Transformation')
!staightgo.exe

end
cd('C:\')
save('test.fif ,'nx','ny','nz','ox','oy','oz' ,'ax','ay' ,'az' ,'qx','qy','qz','-ascii','-double')
cd('C:\FM(valentine)\Fazel\l\4y Thesis\6-DLT\Direct Linear Transformation')
Istraightgo.exe
!shaightretum.exe
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APPENDTX E

8.1 Straight Line Grasping

// This program has been written and authorized to the Fazel Farahmand.
#include <conio.h>
#include <stdio.h>

#include <iostream.h>
#include <windows.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <fstream.h>

#define LPTI 0x378
#defi ne pi 3.1 415926535897 93238462643383279 5
void sleep( clock_t wait );
int main 0
{

double Qx, Qy, Qz;
double Nx, Ny, Nz;
double Ox, Oy, Oz;
double Ax, Ay, Az;
int enbl, enb2, enb3, enb4, enb5;
int parl, par2, par3, par4, par5;
int dirl, dir2, dir3, dir4, dir5;
double timl, tim2, tim3, tim4, tim5;
int i:0;
double dl, a2,a3,d5;
double tetall, tetal2;
double teta5l, tetas2, letas3, tetas4:
double teta23 4 l, tetaz3 42, teta?3 43, teta23 4 4 ;
double teta3 l, tela3z, teTa33, tea34;
double teta35, teta36, teta37, teta38;
double teta2 l, tetaZ2, teta23, teta24 :
double teta25, teta26, teta2l, tea28;
double teta4l, tefa4z,teta43, retà44;
double teta45, teta46, teta47, teta49:
double tetal, tetaz, teta3, teta4;
double tetas, teta6, teta7, tetaS;
double Gain1, Gain2, Gain3, Gain4, Gain5;
double s2l, c21,s22, c22, s23, c23, s24, c24:
double s25, c25, s26,c26,s27,c27, s28, c28;
double Kll, K12, Kl3, K14;
double K2 I, K22, l(23, l(24:
double minim; int min_num;
long ii = 600000L;

_ouþ(LPT1, 0x0E0);
ifstream fs;
fs.open("C :\\test.ut") ;

if (! fs.is_open0)
{ cout << "Error opening file"; exit (1); }
fs >> Nx >> Ny >> Nz >> Ox >> Oy >> Oz >> Ax >>Ay >>Az >> Qx >>ù >> Qz;
fs.close0;
Gainl=1;
Gain2=l;
Gain3=1;
Gain4:1;
Gain5=1;

_ouþ(LPT1, 0x0E0);
dl=20; a240; a3=30; d5=1 5;
if(Qx !=0)
{

Microsoft Visual C++ Prograrn for Robot Control
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else

{

)

else

{

else

{

\t

else

{

tetal l : atan(Qy/Qx);
tetal2= pi+retal l;

ì
I
if ((Qx:0) && (Qy > 0))

{
tetall = (pl?);
æralz: (pl2);

)
if (Qx:0) && (Qy < 0))

{
,"r11: -pl2;
,"r^12: _pl2i

)
reta5 I = asin((Nx*sin(teta I I ))-(l{y*cos(tetal I )));
teta52=pi - teta5l;
teta53 = asin((Nx*sin(tetal2))-(Ny*cos(teta12)));
reta54=pi_teta53;
if ((tetal I : 0) I (teral I :: pi) I (tetat 1 : -pi))

teta234l = atan2(Ax/cos(teta I I ),-Az);

teta234l : atan2(Aylsin(tetal 1),-Az);

if ((tetal I : 0) | (tetal I : pi) | (tetal I : -pÐ)
teta2342 : atan2(Æc/cos(tetal I ),-Az);

teta2342 = atan2(Aylsin(tetal I ),-Az);
)
if((tetal2:0) | (teta12: pi) | (tetal2: -pi))

teta2343 = atan2(Ax/cos(teta I 2),-Az);

tetaz3 43 : atan2(Ay/sin(tetal2),- Az);

if((tetal2:0) | (teta12: pi) | (tetal2 : -pi))
teta23 44 : ata¡û(Ax/cos(teta12),-Az);

teta23 4 4 = atan2 (Ayls in (t elal 2),- Az);

)
if ((tetal1 :0) 

I (tetal1 : pi) | (etal I : -pi))

{
ç1 1 : Qx/cos(tetal 1 ) - sin(teta2341)*d5;
K2l:Qz- dl + cos(teta2341)*d5;
Kl2 = Qx/cos(tetal l) - sin(teta2342)*d5;
y22 = ez _ dt + cos(tera2342)*d5;

Kl I = Qy/sin(teral 1) - sin(teta234l)*d5;
K2t = ez _ dt + cos(teta234t)+d5;
K12 : Qy/sin(tetaI I) - sin(teta2342)*d5;
K22= Qz- dl + cos(teta2342)*d5;

)
if((tetal2 :0) 

| (teta12 : pi) | (teta12 : -pi))

{
ç13 : Qx/cos(teta12) - sin(teta2343)*d5;
K23 = Qz - d1 + cos(teta2343)*d5;
K l4 = Qx/cos(teta l2) - sin(eta23zl4)*d5;
K24 = Qz- dl + cos(teta2344)*d5;

K I 3 = Qy/sin(tera I 2) - sin(teta2343)*d5;
K23 = Qz - dl + cos(teta2343)*d5;
K14 = Qy/sin(teta t2) - sin(teta2344)*d5;
K24 : Qz - dl + cos(teta2344)*d5;

ìt
else

{

)
else

{
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)

teta3 l : asin(((pow(Kl 1, 2))+(pow(K21, 2))-(pow(a2, 2))-(pow(a3 ,2)))l(2*a2*a3));
teta32:pi_teta3l;
teta33 : asin(((pow(K12, 2))+(pow(IQ2, 2))-(pow(a2, 2))-(pow(a3 ,2)))l(2*a2*a3)):
þra34= pi _ teta33;
teta35 = asin(((pow(Kl 3, 2))+(pow(K23, 2))-(pow(¿, 2))-(pow(a3, 2)))/(2* a2*a3)):
teta36:pi _teTa35;

teta37 = asin(((pow(K14, 2))+(pow(K24, 2))-(pow(a2, 2))-(pow(a3 ,2)))l(2*a2*a3));
rera3g:pi_reta37;
s2l = (Kl 1*a3*cos(teta3I)+K21*(a2+a3*sin(teta3l )))(pow(a2,2)+pow(a3,2)+2*a2+a3*sin(teta31));
c2 t : (K1 I *(a2+a3*sin(teta3l))-K2l ra3*cos(teta3 I ))(pow(a2,2þpow(a3,2)+2*a2*a3+sin(teta3l));
s22 : (Kl 1*a3*cos(eta32þK21*(a2+a3*sin(teta32))/(pow(a2,2)+pow(a3,2)+2*a2*a3+sin(teta32));
c22 = (KIl*(a2+a3*sin(teta32))-K2l *a3*cos(teta32))l(pow(a2,2\+pow(ai,2)+2*a2+a3*sin(teta32));

s23 : (K12*a3*cos(teta33)+K22*(a2+a3*sin(teta33)))(pow(¿,2)+pow(a3,2)+2*a2*a3*sin(teta33));
c23 = (K12*(a2+a3*sin(teta33))-K22+a3+cos(teta-33))(pow(a2,2þpow(a3,2)+2*a2*a3*sin(teta33));
s24 = (K12*a3*cos(teta34)+K22*(a2+a3+sin(teta3a)))(pow(a2,2)+pow(a3,2)+2*a2*a3*sin(teø34));
ç24 = (KI2*(a2+a3*sin(tota34))-K22*a3 *cos(teta34))l(pow(az,zÌÈpow(a3,2)+2*¿*a3*sin(teta34));

s25 = (Kl3*a3*cos(teta35)+K23*(a2+a3*sin(teta35)))(pow(a2,2)+pow(a3,2)+2*a2*a3*sin(teta35));
c25: (Kl3*(a2+a3*sin(teta35))-K23*a3*cos(teta35))(pow(a2,2þpow(a3,2þ2*a2*a3 *sin(teta35));

s26 = (K13xa3*cos(tera36)+K23*(a2+a3*sin(teta36)))(pow(a2,2)+pow(a3,2)+2*a2*a3*sin(era36));
c26 = (K13*(a2+a3*sin(teta36))-K23*a3 *cos(teta3 6))l(pow(a2,z\+pow(a3,2)+2*a2*a3 *sin(teta36));

s27 = (Kl4*a3*cos(teta37)+K24*(a2+a3*sin(teta37)))l(pow(a2,z)+pow(a3,2)+2*a2*a3 *sin(teta37));

c27 = (Kl4*(a2+a3*sin(teta37))-K24+a3 *cos(teta37))l(pow(az,2\+pow(a3,2)+2*a2*a3 *sin(reta37));

s28 = (K14*a3*cos(teta38)+K24*(a2*a3*s¡¡1¡sL38)))(pow(a2,2)+pow(aj,2)+2*a2*a3 *sin(teta38));

c28: (Kl4*(a2+a3xsin(teta38))-K24*a3*cos(teta38))(pow(a2,2þpow(a3,2)+2*a2*a3+sin(tea38));
tet¿l = atân2(s2l,c2l);
teta2Z = atan2(s22,c22);
teta23 = atan2(s23,c23):
teta,24 = atan2(s24,c24);
teta2' : afan2(s25,c25);
teø26 = atan2(s26,c26);
teta27 : aTan2(s27,c27);
tetazB : a1^n2(s28,c28);
teta4l = teta234l - tetazl - teta3 l;
teta4? = Teraz3 4 I - teTazz - teta3z;
teta43 = Teta23 42 - teta?3 - teta33 ;
teta4 4 = teta23 42 - tela24 - teta34;
teta45 = feta23 43 - tetaz' - teta35;
tela46=leta2343 -teta26 - teta36;
feta41 = tetaz3 44 - teta27 - teta37 ;

feta4&=teta2344 -tetaz9 - teta38;
if (teta4l > pi)

teta4l : (_2*pi) + teta4l;
if (reta4t < -pi)

teta4l = (2*pi) + teta41.
if(teta42 > pi)

tefa4z = (_2*pi) + teta42;
if(teta42 < -pi)

teta42 = (2* pi) + teta4?.
if(tera43 > pi)

reta43 = (_2*pi) + 1e¡¿43.

if(teta43 < -pi)
teta43 = (2*pi) + rera43;

if(teta44 > pi)
¡¿¡¿4 4 : (_)* p i) + teta4 4 ;

if(tera44 < -pi)
teø44 = (2+p1)+ tetÃ44;

if (teta45 > pi)
teta45 = (_2*pi) + teta45;

if(teta45 < -pi)
1s1¿45 = (l*pi) + reta45;

if (teta46 > pi)
teta46: (_Z*pi) + tet^46:

if(teta46 < -pi)
teta46 = (2+pi) + reta46;

if(tera47 > pi)
¡¿1a47 = (_)*pi) + teta47.,

if(teta47 < -pi)
teta47 : (Z* pi) + teta47 ;
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if (teta48 > pi)
t 1u4g = (_2*pi) + teta4g;

if(teta48 < -pi)
1s1¿49 = (2*pi) + teta48;

teta I : fabs(teta I I ) + fabs(teta2l) + fabs (teta3 1) + fabs(teta4l) + fabs(teta5l);
teta2: fabs(tetal 1) + fabs(teta22) + fabs (teta32) + fabs(teta42) + fabs(tetaS1);
teta3 : fabs(tetat 1) + fabs(teta23) + fabs (teta33) + fabs(teta43) + fabs(tetaS2);
teta4 = fabs(tetal l) + fabs(teta24) + fabs (eta34) + fabs(teta44) + fabs(teta52);
teta5 = fabs(teta12) + fabs(era25) + fabs (reta35) + fabs(teta4s) + fabs(tera53);

teta6 = fabs(tetal2) + fabs(teta26) + fabs (teta36) + fabs(teta46) + fabs(teta53);
tetaT = fabs(tetatz)+ fabs(tetaz7) + fabs (teta37) + fabs(teta47) + fabs(teta54);
tetaS = fabs(teta12) + fabs(reta28) + fabs (tera38) + fabs(tera48) + fabs(tera54);
minim = tetal;
min_num = 1;

if ( teta2 < minim )
(
t

minim = teta2; min_num:2;
ìt
if ( teta3 < minim )
{

minim = teta3; min_num = 3;

Ì
if ( teta4 < minim )
{

minim : teta4; min_num : 4;

)
if ( teta5 < minim )
{

minim = teta5; min_num:5;
)
if ( teta6 < minim )
{

minim = teta6; min_num = 6;
It
if ( tetaT < minim )
Ít

minim : tetaT; min_num : 7;
ìt
if ( tetaS < minim )
{

minim: tetaS; min_num = 8;

)

switch( min_num )
{

case l:
timl = fabs(tetall); tim2: fabs(teta2l); tim3 = fabs(teta3l); tim4: fabs(teta4l); tim5 = fabs(tetasl);

if(fabs(etal 1): tetal t)
dirl: l;

else
dirl = 0;

if (fabs(teta2 I ) : 1stÀ2 1 ¡
dir2: l;

else
dir2:0;

if (fabs(teta3 t) : teta3 l)
dir3 = l;

else
dir3 = 0;

if (fabs(teta4 t ) : teta4 I )
dir4 = l;

else
dir4:0;

if (fabs(tetas I ) : tetas I )
dir5: l;

else
dirS :0;

break;
case 2 :

timl = fabs(tetal l); tim2 : fabs(teta22); tim3 : fabs(teta32); tim4 = fabs(teta42);TimÍ = fabs(tetasl);
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if(fabs(tetal l): tetal l)
dirl : 1;

else
dirl = 0;

if (fabs(tet^22) : tet a22)
dir2= l;

else
di¡2 = 0;

if (fabs(ret¿32) : reta32)
dir3 = l;

else
dir3 = 0;

if (fabs(teta42) : teta42)
dir4 = l;

else
dir4 = 0;

if (fabs(tetas1) : tetas l)
dir5 = l;

else
dirS = 0;

break;
case 3 :

timl : fabs(tetal l); tim2 = fabs(teta23); tim3 : fabs(teta33); tim4: fabs(teta43); tim5 = fabs(teta52);
if(fabs(tetal l): tetal 1)

dirl = l;
else

dirl = 0;
if (fabs(teta23) : teta23)

dir2 = l;
else

dir2 = 0;
if (fabs(teta33) == teta33)

dir3 = l;
else

dir3 = 0;
if (fabs(teta43) : teta43)

dir4 = 1;

else
dir4 = 0;

if (fabs(tetaS2) : teta52)
dirS = 1;

else
dir5 = 0;

break;
case 4:

timl : fabs(tetall);tim2 = fabs(teta24); tim3 = fabs(teta34); tim4 = fabs(teta44); tim5: fabs(teta52);
if(fabs(tetal l): tetal 1)

dirl = l;
else

dirl = 0;
if (fabs(teta24) : teta24)

dir2= l:
else

dir2 = 0;
if (fabs(teta34) : tera34)

dir3 : l;
else

dir3 = 0;
if (fabs(teta44) : teta44)

dir4 = l;
else

dir4:0;
if (fabs(tetas2) : teta52)

dir5 = l;
else

dir5 = 0;
break;

case 5 :

timl : fabs(tetal2);tím2 = fabs(teta25); tim3 = fabs(teta35); tim4 = fabs(teta45); tim5 = fabs(teta53);
if(fabs(tetal 2) : tetal2)
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else
dirl : 1;

dirl = 0;
if (fabs(teta25) : teta25)

dir2= L;

else
dir2 = 0;

if (fabs(teta35) : teta35)
dir3 : l;

else
dir3 :0;

if (fabs(teta45) : teta45)
dir4: l;

else
dir4 = 0;

if (fabs(tetaS3) : teta53)
dir5 = l;

else
dir5 :0;

break;
case 6 :

timl = fabs(tetal2):tim2: fabs(teta26); tim3 = fabs(teta36); tim4: fabs(teta46); tim5 = fabs(teta53);
if (fabs(tetal2) : tetâ12)

dirl = l;
else

dirl = 0;

if (fabs(teta26) : teta26)
dir2 = l;

else
dir2 = 0;

if (fabs(teta36) : teta36)
dir3 : l;

else
dir3 = 0;

if (fabs(teta46) : teta46)
dir4 = l;

else
dir4 = 0;

if (fabs(teta53) : teta53)
dir5 = l;

else
dir5 :0;

break;
case 7:

timl : fabs(tetal2); tim2: fabs(teta27); tim3 = fabs(teta37); tim4 = fabs(teta47); tim5 = fabs(teta54);
if (fabs(tetal 2) : tetal 2)

dirl = 1;

else
dirl :0;

if (fabs(teta27) : teta27)
dir2 : 1;

else
dir2 = 0;

if (fabs(teta37) : tetagZ)
dir3 = 1;

else
dir3 = 0;

if (fabs(teta47) : teta47)
dir4 = l;

else

dir4 = 0;
if (fabs(teta54) : teta54)

dir5 = l;
else

dir5 = 0;
break;

case I :

timl = fabs(teta12); tim2 = fabs(teta28); tim3 = fabs(teta38); tim4 = fabs(teta48); tim5 = fabs(teta54);
if (fabs(tetal 2) : teta I 2)

dirl = 1;
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else
dirl = 0;

if (fabs(teta28) : teta28)
dir2 = l:

else
dir2 = 0;

if (fabs(teta38) : teta3 8)
dir3 = l;

else
dir3 = 0;

íf (fabs(teta48) : teta48)
dir4: 1;

else
dir4:0;

if (fabs(tetaS4) : teta54)
dir5 = 1;

else
dir5 :0;

break;
ìt
timl = Gainl +timl *(l 80/pi);
rim2 = Gain2+tim2+( I 80/pi);
tim3 = Gain3*tim3*(180/pi);
rim4 = Gain4*tim4*(l 80/pi);
rim5 : Gain5*tim5*(l 80/pi);

_ouþ(LPTl, 0x0C0);
sleep( (clock_t)(l) * CLOCKS_PER_SEC );
enbl=1; enb2=l: enb3=l; enM=l; enb5:l;
if (enbl == 1)

{
if(dirl: l)

parl = 0x0El;
if (dirl :0)
{

parl :0x001;
ì
I

_ouþ(LPTl, parl);
sleep( (clock_t)(timl) * CLOCKS_PER_SEC );
_ouþ(LPTl, 0x0E0);

)
_ouþ(LPTl, 0x0E0);
if (enb2:1)
{

if (dir2: l)
par2:0x082;

if (dir2 :0)
{

par2 = 0x022;
)
_ouþ(LPT1, par2);
sleep( (clock_t)(tim2) * CLOCKS_PER_SEC );
_ouþ(LPTl, 0x0E0);

)
_ouþ(LPT I , 0x080);
if (enb3 :l)
{

if(dir3: l)
par3 = 0x0E4;

if (dir3 :0)
{

par3 = 0x044;
ì.t

_ouç(LPT1, par3);
sleep( (clock_txtim3) x CLOCKS_PER_SEC );
_ouþ(LPT 1 , 0x0E0);

)
outp(LPT1, 0x0E0);

if (enb4:1)
{

if(dir4: 1)
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par4 = 0x088;
if (dir4:0)
{

par4:0x068;
)
_ouþ(LPT1, par4);
sleep( (clock_t)(tim4) * CLOCKS_PER_SEC );
_ouþ(LPT1, 0x0E0);

)
_ouþ(LPTl, 0x0E0);
if (enb5 :l)
{

if(dirs : l)
par5 = 0x0F0;

if (dir5 :0)
{

par5 = 0x090;

)
_ouþ(LPTl, par5);
sleep( (clock_t)(tim5) * CLOCKS_PER_SEC );
_ouþ(LPTl,0x0E0);

)
_ouþ(LPTl, 0x040);
sleep( (clock_t)(l) * CLOCKS_PER_SEC );
_ouþ(LPTl, 0x080);
system("cls");

_ouþ(LPT I , 0x0E0);

_outp(LPTl, 0x0E0);
retum 0;

)
void sleep( clock_t wait )
{

clock_t goal;
goal:wait+clock0;
while( (goal > clock0) && l_kbhitQ );

)

8.2 Straight Line Returning
// This program has been written and authorized to the Fazel Farahmand
#include <conio.h>
#include <stdio.h>

#include <iostream.h>
#include <windows.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <fstream.h>

#define LPTI 0x378
#define pi 3.1415926535897 93238462643383279 5
void sleep( clock_t wait );
int main 0
{

double Qx, Qy, Qz;
double Nx, Ny, Nz;
double Ox, Oy, Oz;
double Ax, Ay, Az;
int enb1, enb2, enb3, enb4, enb5;
int parl, par2, par3, par4, par5;
int dirl, dir2, dir3, dir4, dir5;
double timl, tim2, tim3, tim4, tim5;
inti=0;
double dl, a2, a3, d5;
double tetal l, tetal2;
double teta5 1, tetas2, teta53, tetaí 4;
double teta234 I , teta2342, teTa2343, reø2344:
double teta3 1, teta32, teta33, tet^3 4.,
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double teta35, teta36, teta37, teta38;
double teta2 l, tetaz2, tetaz3, tetaz4 ;

double teta25, teta26, teta21, teta2ï;
double teta41, teta4Z, teta43, teta44;
double teta45, teta46, tefa41, teÍa48:
double teta l, tetaz, teTa3, Teta4;
double teta5, teta6, teta7, teta8 ;
double alphal, alpha2, alpha3, alpha4, alpha5;
double Gainl, Gain2, Gain3, Gain4, Gain5;
double s2 l, c2l, s22, c22, s23, c23, s24, c24:
double s25, c25,s26, c26, s27, c27,s28, c28;
double K11, K12, Kl3, Kl4;
double K2 l, I(22, l{23, K24;
double minim; int min_num;
long ii:600000L;
_ouþ(LPTI, 0x0E0);
_ouþ(LPT1, 0x0C0);
sleep( (clock_t)(1) * CLOCKS_PER_SEC );
ifstream fs;
fs.open( "C:\\test.txt") ;

if (! fs.is_openQ)

{ cout<< "Enoropening file"; exit(1); }
fs >> Nx >> Ny >> Nz >> Ox >> Oy >> Oz >> Ax >>Ay >>Az>> Qx >>Qy >> Qz;
fs.close0;
Gainl=l;
Gain2=1;
Gain3=1;
Gain4=l;
Gain5=1;
enbl:1; enb2:1; enb3:l; enM=l; enb5=l;
outp(LPTl, 0x080);

dl=20; a240; a3:30; d5=l 5;
if (Qx != 0)

{
tetal I = atan(Qy/Qx);
tetal2 = pi+tetal l;

)
if ((Qx:0) && (Qy > 0))

{
tetal l = (pi/2);
tefzl2 = (prl2);

ìt
if ((Qx:0) && (Qy < 0)
{

,"ruyy: _prl2:

tetal2: -prl2;

)
reta5l : asin((Nx*sin(teral l))-(Ny*cos(tetal 1)));
teta52 = pi _ teta5 l;
teta53 : asin((Nx*sin(tetal 2))-(Ny*cos(tetal2)));
teta54: pi _ teta53;

if ((tetal I : 0) | (etal l : pi) | (tetal 1 : -pi))
Teta234 I = atan2(Alll/cos(tetal I ),-Az);

Íeta23 4 L = atan2(Aylsin(teta I I ),-Az);

if (tetal I : 0) | (tetal I : pi) | (tetal I : -pi))
teta2342 = atan2(Alcos(teta I 1 ),-Az);

teta2342 : atan2(Aylsin(teta I 1),-Az);

if ((tetal2 : 0) | (tetal2 : pi) | (tetal2 : -pi))
teta23 43 = atan2(10{j/cos(tetalz),- Az);

else

{

else

{

)

else

{

)
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else
I
I

)

teta23 43 = atan2 (Ayls in(t etal 2),- Az);

)

if((tetal2 :0) 
I (tetal2 : pi) | (tetal2 : -pi))

teta23 4 4 : ararû(Alco s(teta I 2 ),-Az);

teta,23 4 4 : atan2(Ay/s in (eta I 2),-Az);

if ((tetal I : 0) | (tetal I : pi) | (tetal I : -pi))

{
Kl I = Qx/cos(tetal l) - sin(teta234l )*d5;
Kzt = Qz - dl + cos(teta234l)*d5;
K12: Qx/cos(tetal 1) - sin(fera2342)*d5;
K22 : Qz - d I + cos(tera2342)*d5 ;

)
else

{
Kl l : Qy/sin(tetal 1) - sin(tera234l)*d5;
K2t : Qz - d1 + cos(tera2341)*d5;
Kl2: Qy/sin(tetal l) - sin(teta2342)*d5;
K22 : ez - dl + cos(rera2342)*d5;

)

if((teta12 :0) 
| (tetal2 : pi) I (retal2 : -pi))

{
Kl3 = Qx/cos(terat2) - sin(tera2343)*d5;
K23 : Qz - dl + cos(teta2343)*d5;
K I 4 = Qx/cos(teta I 2) - sin(teta2344)*d5;
K24 = Qz - dl + cos(teta2344)*d5;

K 13 = Qy/sin(teta I 2) - sin(teta2343)*d5;
¡ç23 : Qz - d1 + cos(teta2343)*d5;
¡ç14 = qy/sin(retal2) - sin(rera2344)*d5;
K24 : Qz - dl + cos(teta2344)*d5;

)
teta3 I : asin(((pow(K I l, 2))+(pow(K2 l, 2))-(pow(¿, 2)) -(pow (aj, 2))) I (2* a2+ a3));
teta32 = pi _ teta3 l;
teta33 : asin(((pow(K 12, 2))+(pow(K22, 2))-(pow(a2, 2))-(pow(a3 ,2)))l(2*a2*a3));
teta34=pi_teta33;
teta35 : asin(((pow(K13,2))+(pow(K23, 2))-(pow(a2, 2))-(pow(a3,2)))l(2*a2*a3));
111¿36=pi_teta35;
teta37 : asin(((pow(K14, 2))+(pow(K24, 2))-(pow(a2, 2))-(pow(a3, 2)))l(2*a2*a3));
16¡¿33:pi-teta3Ti
s2l : (Kl 1*a3*cos(reta3 l)+K2l *(a2+a3*sin(teta3l)))(pow(a2,2)+pow(a3,2þ2*a2*a3*sin(reta3 l));
c2l : (Kl I *(a2+a3*sin(teta31))-K2l *a3*cos(teta3 l))(pow(a2,2þp ow(a3,2)+2*a2*a3*sin(teta3 I ));
s22 = (Kl I *a3xcos(teta32)+K21 *(a2+a3*sin(teta32)))/(pow(az,2)+pow(a3,2)+2*a2*a3*sin(teta32));

"22 
= (Kll*(a2+a3*sin(teta32))-K2l *a3+cos(teta3z))/(pow(a,2,2J+pow(a3,2)+2*a2*a3*sin(teta32));

s23 = (K I2*a3 +cos(teta33)+I92*(a2+a3*sin(teta33)))(pow(a2,2)+pow(a3,2)+2*a2*a3 *sin(teta33));

c23 = (Klz*(a'2+a3 *sin(teta33))-K22*a3 *cos(teta33))(pow(a2,2)rpow(a3,2)+2*a2*a3 *sin(teta33));

s24 = (KIZ*a3*cos(teta34)+K22*(a2+a3*sin(teta3a)))/(pow(a2,2)+pow(a3,2)+2*a2*a3 *sin(tera34));

"24: 
(Kl2*(a2+a3+sin(teta34))-K22+a3 *cos(tetaj$l(pow(a2,2Þ-pow(a3,2)+2*a2*a3 *sin(teta34));

s25 : (K I 3 *a3 xcos(teta3 5)+I(23 +(a2+a3*sin(teta3 5)))i(pow(a2,2)+pow(aj,2)+2+a2*a3 *sin(tera3 5));

"25 
: (Kl3*(a2+a3*sin(teta35))-K23 *a3 *cos(tera35))(pow(a2,2þp ow(a3,2)+2*a2*a3*sin(teta35));

s26 : (K I 3 *a3 *cos(tetâ36)+K23 *(a2+a3*sin(teta36)))(pow(a2,2) +pow(a3,2)+2*a2*a3 *sin(teta36));
c26 = (Kl3*(a2+a3*sin(tera36))-K23*a3*cos(reta3 6))l(pow(a\,Zþpow(a3,2)+2*a2*a3*sin(teta36));
s27 : (Kl4*a3*cos(teta37)+104*(a2+a3+sin(teta37)))l(pow(az,z)+pow(a3,2)+2*a2*a3*sin(teta37));
c27 = (Kl4*(az+a3*sin(teta37))-K24xa3+cos(teta37))l(pow(a|,z)+pow(a3,2)+2*a2*a3*sin(teta37));
s28: (Kl4xa3*cos(teta38)+K24*(a2+a3*sin(teta38)))(pow(a2,2)+pow(a3,2)+2*a2*a3*sin(teta3g));

"29 
= lKl4+(a2+a3*sin(eta38))-K24*a3*cos(reta38))(pow(a2,2)rpow(a3,2)+2*a2*a3*sin(era3g));

tefa2l = atan2(s2l,c2l);
teta22 = atan2(s22,c22);
teta23 = alan2(s23,c23);
teta24 : aTan2(s24,c24);
teta25 : atan2(s25,c25);
teta26 = atan2(s26,c26):
teta27 = atan2(s27,c27 );

)
else
It
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teta28 : atan2(s28,c28):
teta4l = teta234l - teta2l - teta3 l;
þta42: teta234I - teta22 - teta32;
teta43 : teta2342 - teta23 - teta33;
teta4 4 : teta23 42 - teta24 - teta3 4;
teta4í = teta23 43 - fetazs - teta3 5;
tet^46:feta2343 -teta26 - teta36;
teta41 = teta2344 - teta27 - teta37 :

teta49 = tetz2344 - teta28 - teta3 8;
if (eta41 > pi)

retra4l = (_2*pi) + teta4l ;

if (rera4l < -pi)
1s1¿41 : (/,*pi) + reta4li

if (teta4Z> pi)
teta4z: (-2*pi) + tet^42:

if(tera42 < -pi)
¡e1v4) = ()+ pi) + te+a42;

if(teta43 > pi)
teta43 : (_2* pi) + teta43 ;

if(teta43 < -pi)
¡e1a43 = ()* pi) + teta43 :

if(teta44 > pi)
¡e¡al { = (_)* pi) + teta44;

if(tera44 < -pi)
teta44 : (2*pi) + tefa44;

if (eta45 > pi)
teta45 : (-2*pi) + teta45;

if (teta45 < -pi)
teta45 : (2*pi) + teta45;

if(teta46 > pi)
1s1¿4(: (-l*pi) + teta4ó;

if(teta46 < -pi)
teta46: (2*pi) + teta46;

if (eta47 > pi)
1¿¡a47 : (_)* pi) + teta47 :

if(teta47 < -pi)
teÍa4j = (2* pi) + teta41 ;

if(tera48 > pi)
tera48 : G2*pi) + teta4g;

if (eta48 < -pi)
rera48 = (2*pi) + tera48;

teral = fabs(reral l) + fabs(teta2l) + fabs (teta3l) + fabs(tera4l) + fabs(tetasl);
teta2 = fabs(tetal l) + fabs(eta22) + fabs (teta32) + fabs(teta42) + fabs(teta5t);
teta3 : fabs(teral l) + fabs(tera23) + fabs (reta33) + fabs(rera43) + fabs(teta52);
teta4: fabs(tetal 1) + ¡¿551L1u24) + fabs (teta34) + fabs(teta44) + fabs(teta52);
teta5 = fabs(tetal2) + fabs(eta25) + fabs (teta35) + fabs(teta4s) + fabs(teta53);
teta6 = fabs(tetal2) + fabs(teta26) + fabs (teta36) + fabs(teta46) + fabs(teta53);
tetaT = fabs(teta12) + fabs(teta27) + fabs (teta37) + fabs(reta47) + fabs(teta54);
tetaS = fabs(tetal2) + fabs(tet¿8) + fabs (teta38) + fabs(teta48) + fabs(teta54);
minim: tetal;
min_num = l;
if ( teta2 < minim )
{

minim = teta2; min_num = 2;
)
if ( teta3 < minim )
{

minim = teta3; min_num = 3;
)
if ( teta4 < minim )
{

minim = teta4; min_num = 4;
)
if ( teta5 < minim )
{

minim = tetas; min_num = 5;
ì
I

if ( teta6 < minim )
{
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minim: teta6; min_num = 6;

)
if ( tetaT < minim )
{

minim = tetaT; min_num = 7;

)
if ( retaS < minim )
{

minim = tetaS; min num:8;
)
switch( min_num )
{

case 1:

timt = fabs(tetal l); tim2 = fabs(teta21); tim3 : fabs(teta31); tim4 = fabs(teta41);tims: fabs(tetas1);
if(fabs(tetal l): tetal 1)

dirl = l;
else

dirl = 0;
if (fabs(teta2l ) : teta2 l)

dir2 = l;
else

dir2:0;
if(fabs(teta3 1) : teta3 1)

dir3 = l;
else

dir3 = 0;
if(fabs(eta4l) : teta4l )

dir4 = l;
else

dir4:0;
if(fabs(tetaS 1) : teta5 l)

dir5 = l;
else

dir5 = 0;
break;

case 2 :

timl = fabs(tetal 1); tim2 = fabs(teta22);tim3 = fabs(teta32); tim4: fabs(teta42);tim5 = fabs(tetas1);
if(fabs(tetal l): tetal l)

dirl:1;
else

dirl = 0;
if (fabs(teta22) : teta22)

dir2 = l;
else

dir2 = 0;
if (fabs(teta32) : teta32)

dir3 : 1;

else
dir3 = 0;

if (fabs(teta42) : teta42)
dir4 = l;

else
dir4 = 0;

if(fabs(tetaS l) : teta5 1)

dir5 = 1;

else
dir5 = 0;

break;
case 3 :

timl = fabs(tetal l); tim2 = fabs(teta23); tim3 = fabs(teta33); tim4 = fabs(teta43)fim5 = fabs(teta52);
if(fabs(tetal 1) == tetal 1)

dirl = l;
else

dirl = 0;
if (fabs(teta23) == teta23)

dir2 = l;
else

dir2 = 0;
if (fabs(teta33) : teta33)

dir3 = l;
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else
dir3 = 0;

if (fabs(teta43) : teta43)
dir4 = l;

else
dir4 = 0;

if (fabs(teta52) : teta52)
dir5 = 1;

else
dir5 = 0;

break;
case 4:

timl = fabs(tetal l); tim2 : fabs(teta24); tim3 = fabs(teta34); tim4: fabs(teta44)fims = fabs(teta52);
if(fabs(tetal 1): tetal l)

dirl = 1;

else
dirl = 0;

if (fabs(teta24) : teta24)
dir2 = l;

else
dir2:0;

if (fabs(reta34) : reta34)
dir3 = l;

else
dir3 = 0;

if (fabs(teta44) : teta44)
dir4 = l;

else
dir4 = 0;

if (fabs(teta52) : teta52)
dir5 = 1;

else
dir5 = 0;

break;
case 5 :

timl : fabs(tetal2);timz = fabs(teta25); tim3 = fabs(teta35); tim4 = fabs(teta45);tim5 : fabs(reta53);
if (fabs(teta 1 2) : tetal2)

dirl = l;
else

dirl = 0;
íf (fabs(teta25) : teta25)

dir2 = l;
else

dir2 = 0;
if (fabs(teta35) == teta35)

dir3 = l;
else

dir3 :0;
if (fabs(teta45) : teta45)

dir4 = l;
else

dir4 :0;
if (fabs(teta53) : teta53)

dir5 = l;
else

dir5 = 0;
break;

case 6 :

timl = fabs(tetal2);tim2 = fabs(teta26); tim3 = fabs(teta36); tim4 : fabs(tera46);tim5 = fabs(teta53);
if (fabs(teta l2) : teta l2)

dirl = 1;

else
dirl = 0;

if (fabs(teta26) : teta26)
dir2 = l;

else
dir2 = 0;

if (fabs(teta36) : teta36)
dir3 = l;

else
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dir3 = 0;
if (fabs(teta46) : teta46)

dir4: l;
else

dir4:0;
if (fabs(tetas3) : teta53)

dir5 = l;
else

dirS = 0;
break;

case 7:
timl : fabs(tetal2); tim2: fabs(tet¿7); tim3 : fabs(teta37); tim4 = fabs(teta47)fim5 = fabs(teta54);

if(fabs(tetal 2) : tetal2)
dirl : 1;

else
dirl = 0;

if (fabs(teta27) : teta27)
dir2 = l;

else
dir2 = 0;

if (fabs(teta37) : teta37)
dir3: 1;

else
dir3 = 0;

if (fabs(teta47) : teta47)
dir4 = 1;

else
dir4 = 0;

if (fabs(tetas4) : teta54)
dir5 = 1;

else
dir5 :0;

break;
case 8 :

timl : fabs(tetal2); tim2: fabs(tet¿8); tim3 = fabs(teta38); tim4 = fabs(teta48)fim5 = fabs(teta54);
if (fabs(teta I 2) : tetal 2)

dirl : l;
else

dirl = 0;
if (fabs(teta28) : teta28)

dir2= 1;

else
dir2 = 0;

if (fabs(teta3 8) : teta3 8)
dir3 = l;

else
dir3 :0;

if (fabs(teta48) : teta48)
dir4 = l;

else

dir4:0;
if (fabs(tetaS4) : teta5¿)

dir5 = l;
else

dir5 :0;
break;

)
rimt : Gainl *riml *(l B0/pi);
tim2 = Gain2*tim2*( I g0/pi);

rim3 = Gaìn3*rim3*(t 80/pi);
rim4 = Gain4*tim4*( I B0/pi);
tim5 = Gain5*rim5*(t B0/pi);
alphal = (Gainl x45)-timl;
alpha2 = (Gain2*3 8.3946)-tim2;
alpha3 = (Gain3 *(44.260 I ))-tim3 ;
alpha4 = (Gain4*5.86664)-tim4;
alpha5 = (Gain5*45)-tim5;
if (fabs(alphal) : alphal)

dirl = l;
else
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dirl = 0;
if (fabs(alpha2) : alpha2)

dir2: l;
else

dir2 :0;
if (fabs(alpha3) : alpha3)

dir3 = 1;

else
dir3 = 0;

if (fabs(alpha4) : alpha4)
dir4 = 1;

else
dir4:0;

if (fabs(alpha5) : alphaS)
dir5 = l;

else
dir5 = 0;

alpha l:fabs(alpha I );alpha2=fabs(alpha2);alpha3=fabs(alpha3);alpha4=fabs(alpha4);alpha5:fabs(alpha5);
if (enbl == I)
{

if(dirl : 1)

parl = 0x0E1;
if (dirl :0)
{

parl :0x001;

)
_ouÞ(LPTl, parl);
sleep( (clock_t)(alphal) * cloCKS_PER_sEC );
_outp(LPT 1 , 0x0E0);

)
_ouþ(LPTl, 0x0E0);
if (enb2:1)
{

if (dir2: l)
parZ--0x082;

if (dir2 :0)
{

par2= 0x022;
)
_ouþ(LPTl, par2);
sleep( (clock_t)(alpha2) * CLOCKS_PER_SEC );
_ouþ(LPT1, 0x0E0);

\t
_ouþ(LPTl, 0x0E0);
if (enb3:1)
TI

if (dir3 : l)
par3 = 0x0E4;

if (dir3 :0)
{

par3 = 0x044;

)
_outp(LPTl, par3);
sleep( (clock_t)(alpha3) * CLOCKS_PER_SEC );
_ouþ(LPTl, 0x0E0);

)
_ouþ(LPT1, 0x0E0);
if (enb4:1)
{

if(dir4: 1)

par4:0x0E8;
if (dira:0)
(ì

par4 = 0x068;

)
_ouÞ(LPTl, par4);
sleep( (clock_t)(alpha4) * CLOCKS_PER_SEC );
_ouþ(LPTl, 0x0E0);

)
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_outp(LPT1, 0x080);
if (enb5 :1)
{

if (dir5 : l)
par5 = 0x0F0;

if (dirs:0)
{

par5 = 0x090;

)
_ouþ(LPTl, par5);
sleep( (clock_t)(alpha5) * CLOCKS_PER_SEC );
_ouþ(LPT l , 0x0E0);

ì
I

_ouþ(LPT1, 0x040);
sleep( (clock_t)(1) * CLOCKS_PER_SEC );
alphal = Gaín1*(-45);
alphaZ = G ain2+ G3 8. 3 946);
alpha3 = Gain3* ( 4.260 l);
alpha4 = Gain4+G5.8666a);
alpha5 = Gain5+(-45);
dirl :0;
dir2:0;
dir3 : l;
dir4 = 0;
dir5 = 0;
alpha 1=fabs(alpha I );alpha2=fabs(alpha2);alpha3=Èbs(alpha3 );alpha4=fabs(alpha4);alpha5=fabs(alpha5);
if(enbl : 1)
It

if(dirl : 1)

parl : 0x0El;
if (dirl - 0)
{

parl : 0x00 l;
)
_ouþ(LPTl, parl);
sleep( (clock_t)(alphal) * CLOCKS_PER_SEC );
_outp(LPTl, 0x0E0);

)
_ouþ(LPT I , 0x080);
if (enb2 :l )
at

if (dir2: l)
par2 :0x0E2;

if (dir2:0)
tt

par2:0x022;
)
_ouþ(LPTl, pa12);

sleep( (clock_tXalpha2) * CLOCKS_PER_SEC );
_ouþ(LPTl, 0x0E0);

)
_ouþ(LPTl, 0x0E0);
if (enb3 :1)
{

if (dir3 =: 1)
par3 = 0x0E4;

if (dir3 :0)
{

par3 :0x044;
ìt
_ouþ(LPTl, par3);
sleep( (clock_t)(alpha3) * CLOCKS_PER_SEC );
_ouþ(LPTl, 0x0E0);

)
_outp(LPT I , 0x0E0);
if (enb4:l)
{

if(dir4: t)
par4 :0x0E8;

if (dir4:0)
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{
par4 = 0x068;

)
_outp(LPTl, par4);
sleep( (clock_t)(alpha4) * CLOCKS_PER_SEC );
_ouþ(LPT1, 0x0E0);

)
_ouþ(LPTl, 0x0E0);
if (enb5 :l)
{

if(dirS: l)
par5 = 0x0F0;

if (dir5 :0)
{

par5 = 0x090;
ìt
_ouþ(LPT1, par5);
sleep( (clock_t)(alpha5) * CLOCKS_PER_SEC );
_ouþ(LPT1, 0x0E0);

)
_outp(LPTl, 0x0E0);

_outp(LPTi, 0x080);
retum 0;

)
void sleep( clock_t wait )
{

clock_t goal;
goal: wait + clock$;
while( (goal > clockO) && !_kbhit0 );

)
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APPEI{DIX F'

Example of Direct Linear Transformation

The calibration method for the cameras was given in chaper 3. In this appendix, an

example of the camera calibration for one camera with 15 calibration points is given.

As mentioned in Chapter 3, there are two known matrices [P] and lQl; the goal is to

find the camera calibration parameters, [Z].

lu,
lu,
lu"l'

þJo', = | 
ui

lr
lu,,
Lu"

xtltzrl00
0000\lt
xzlzzzl00
0000x2!z

[PJ,,,Þ]*, = lQl^' ,

0

!ts

(F.1)

(F.2)

, (F.3)

[P]0,', =

and

xtslszsl0
0000xs

0 0 -üët -üt!t -utzt
z, | -vrÌr -vyt -ützt
0 0 -üzxz -il2lz -uzzz
z2 | -v2x2 -vzlz -lzzz

0 0 -il.,xts -usls -iltszts
zts 1 - v,rJl,, -v,,fts -ltszts
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[¿]*, =

The location of the 15 calibration points

format as follows:

in the image can be easily entered in matrix

t.1970

I L,o

Lr,,

(F.4)

þJo, :

54r.4994
653.4s6s
15.4547
703.8504
939.8100
404.9023
91s.2616
199.6808
722.5692
200.3479
5t0.4t73
197.2867
280.5750
190.8s26
24.7492
187.3994
797.3946
520.2451
298.8699
s27.78t9
623.0139
202.0126
749.s939
53.9198
299.1489
17.9697

6263809
767.4515
639.0556
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ÞJ*,, =

0 -50
00
0 -50
00
0 -50
00
0 -50
00
- 15.3 - 50
00
- 30.5 - 50
00
- 30.5 - 50
00
- 30.5 - 50
00
- 30.5 - s0
00
- 30.s - 50
00
-7 - 40.4
00
-8.5 -40
00
-23 -28.3
00
-36 - 39.8
00
-37.5 - 40.5
00

10 0
00 0
10 0
015.3 0
l0 0
0 30.5 0
r0 0
061 0
10 0
0 0 -15.3
10 0
0 0 -30.5
l0 0
0 15.3 - 30.5
10 0
0 30.s - 30.5
10 0
0 46 - 30.5
10 0
0 6l - 30.5
l0 0
017 -7
r0 0
0 46 -8.5
10 0
0 31 -23
l0 0
0 t7 -36
10 0
0 4s -37.5

-t1742.01
-9777.55
-165t5.73
-19930.42
-942.7347
-42934.88
0
0
0
0
- I 1055.31
-3065323
-1ss67.73
- 6017.244
-t2906.4s
-8779.219
- 1s09.699
-1143t.37
-135s5.71
-8844.167
-t3748.02
-24277.97
-193t3.43
-6262.391
-12743.1
-916.6362
-13461.7
- 808.6369

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
14379.093
619s.005
279Ls.478
6090.2629
22038.362
6110.61l1
15567.728
6017.2443
8557.5372
5821.0038
754.8493
57|s.6826
5581.7622
3641.7157
2540.3945
4486.1459
14329.32
4646.2899
2698s.379
1941.1119
I1218.086
673.864r

48559.852
31319.045
38372.576
319s2.779
27074.968
32672.825
772.73336
35192.52
46990.501
20245.114
45763.079
9984.0375
36128.462
10017.395
25520.865
9864.3349
14028.749
9542.6292
1237.4579
9369.9714
32214.742
21017.902
tt954.798
211.tl.275
1763r.293
s716.9s68
29833.83s
2146.0071
12115.532
727.77323

0
0
15.3
0
30.5
0
6r
0
0
0
0
0
r 5.3
0
30.s
0
46
0
6t
0
t7
0
46
0
3l
0
t7
0
45
0

0
0

00
-50 I
00
-50 I
00
-50 I
00
-50 r

00
-50 l
00
-s0 1

00
-50 I
00
-50 1

00
-50 I
00
-50 l
00
-40.4 1

00
-40 I
00
-28.3 l
00
- 39.8 1

00
-40.5 I

Therefore, by applying a pseudo inverse matrix algorithm, the camera calibration
parameters will be obtained as:

Þ]*, =

-33.69937t
-0.37934035
-4.1313399

1881.475
-t.7290232
28.951573
-14.605602
6tt.429t9

-0.006536679
- 0.004601844
-0.023075t79

This and all corresponding matrices, for all cameras, must be used to perform the

surface mapping.
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a)

APPENDIX G

Performance Examples for the Proposed Method

b)

Fig. G.1. Object detection conditions: lights on, shiny and clear background. a) Original

object and b) Detected object.
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a)

b)

Fig. G.2. Object detection conditions: lights on, periodic background. a) Original object

and b) Detected object.
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a)

b)

Fig. G.3. Object detection conditions: lights on, multiple objects, shiny and clear

background. a) Original objects and b) Detected objects.
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a)

b)

Fig. G.4. Object detection conditions: lights off, dark background. a) Original object and

b) Detected object.
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Fig. G.5. Object detection conditions: lights on, highly correlated object and background.

a) Original object and b) Detected object.

Ç
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